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RE:

Appraisal of City of Montpelier Property
55 Barre Street, Montpelier, Vermont

Dear Ms. Baker:
At your request, I hereby submit an appraisal report on the above referenced property. The
attached appraisal report provides the data and reasoning used in arriving at my opinions and
conclusions.
The purpose of the appraisal is to develop an opinion of the current market value of the fee
simple estate of the property according to the definitions thereof stated in the report, subject to the
assumptions, limitations, and certification therein. The intended use of the report is for internal use
regarding a possible sale of the subject property. The client, the City of Montpelier, is the sole
intended user of this report. No other use or users are intended.
The subject property consists of a 0.30 acre parcel improved with a one to two story armory
building that was built in 1932 and approximates 8,422 square feet. The site is improved with two
driveways and a gravel parking area with capacity for 6 to 7 vehicles. An inspection of the property
for the appraisal was conducted on the current effective date, January 15, 2016. The property
inspection, and all necessary investigation and analyses were made by the appraiser identified
herein, as signed below and within the certification of the accompanying appraisal report. The
following paragraphs present a hypothetical condition and extraordinary assumptions employed
within this appraisal report.
Hypothetical Condition:
The subject property is within the Central Business II zoning district under the current
zoning regulations. The city is in the process of a zoning rewrite, with changes to the regulations
anticipated as of April, 2016. At the client’s direction, the appraisal is made based on the
hypothetical condition that proposed changes to the zoning regulations are in place as of the current
effective date. As a result, analyses of zoning within the appraisal pertain to proposed regulations
rather than the current ordinance. The use of this hypothetical condition is reasonable based on
the expectation that the proposed regulations will be accepted imminently. The client is aware that
the use of this hypothetical condition may affect the value conclusions of this appraisal.
Extraordinary Assumption:
The subject exhibits numerous areas of water damage in the form of stained ceiling tiles
and deteriorating plaster. The appraiser is of the understanding that new roofing was installed in
2008 and 2011 over the front and rear sections of the building, respectively. For the purpose of
the appraisal, any apparent water damage is assumed to be cosmetic only.

Extraordinary Assumption:
Sections of the building exhibit apparent settlement to varying extent. The most significant
observation is a large step crack along the northwest side of the building, which was recently
repointed and is monitored by the owner for further movement. The appraiser is not qualified to
comment on the structural integrity of the building, and collection of further information is beyond
the scope of this appraisal assignment. For the purpose of the appraisal, it is assumed that the
building is structurally sound. This assumption is not intended to reflect an opinion of the subject’s
structural integrity, and the client is urged to consult an expert in the field for further information on
the matter.
By definition, any extraordinary assumption, if found to be false, could affect the value
conclusion presented herein.
After analyzing all available information, it is the appraiser’s opinion that the current market
value of the property herein described, as of January 15, 2016, is $375,000.
Sincerely yours,

John B. Minor
VT Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
License # 080.0046257
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CERTIFICATION OF VALUE
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
-

-

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and
I have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.
I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property
that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding
acceptance of this assignment.
I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.
My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client,
the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person signing this
report.
The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to
review by its duly authorized representatives.
The reported analyses, opinions and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
The appraiser has experience in the appraisal of the subject's property type and considers
himself qualified to complete the appraisal assignment, or has taken the appropriate steps
required to meet the competency provision of USPAP.
As of the date of this report, I John B. Minor have completed the Standards and Ethics
Education Requirement for Candidates of the Appraisal Institute.
I have complied with the City of Montpelier’s instructions, standards and specifications in
conducting the research, analysis and formulation of the value conclusion.

John B. Minor
VT Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
License # 080.0046257
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPH

City of Montpelier Property
55 Barre Street
Montpelier, Vermont

January 15, 2016
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION AND KEY CARACTERISTICS

PROPERTY TYPE:

Armory

PROPERTY OWNER:

City of Montpelier

LOCATION:

55 Barre Street, Montpelier, Vermont

PARCEL ID:

004-055000

SITE:

0.30 acre

BUILDING SIZE:

8,422 square feet

BUILDING AGE:

84 years

UNITS:

1

QUALITY:

Good to average

CONDITION:

Average with instances of deferred maintenance

OCCUPANCY:

Owner

ZONING:

Central Business II (CB-II)

FLOOD PLAIN:

Yes, see map panel 50023C0264E

OTHER RESTRICTIONS:

None noted

ASSESSMENT:

$588,600

TAXES:

Tax exempt

CONCLUSIONS
PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED:

Fee simple

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Land:
As Improved:

ESTIMATES OF VALUE:

Cost Approach:
Income Capitalization Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:

RECONCILED VALUE:

$375,000

EXPOSURE TIME:

One year to two years

MARKETING TIME:

One year to two years

DATE OF VALUE ESTIMATE:

January 15, 2016

PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL:

Estimation of market value

USE OF THE APPRAISAL:

Internal use regarding a possible sale of the subject

CLIENT:

The City of Montpelier
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Mixed use
Adaptive redevelopment (by
retaining the structure)
Not utilized
Not utilized
$375,000

IDENTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISAL PROBLEM AND SCOPE OF WORK

IDENTIFICATION OF THE CLIENT
The “client” is defined in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) as “the party or parties who engage, by employment or contract, an appraiser in a specific
assignment.” The client of this appraisal assignment is the City of Montpelier.
INTENDED USE AND INTENDED USERS
The “intended use” is defined in USPAP as "the use or uses of an appraiser's reported
appraisal,..., as identified by the appraiser based on communication with the client at the time of
the assignment." The “intended user” is defined in USPAP as "the client and any other party as
identified, by name or type, as users of the appraisal,...by the appraiser on the basis of
communication with the client at the time of the assignment." The appraiser is of the understanding
that the intended use is for internal use regarding the possible sale of the subject. The intended
user is the City of Montpelier and its representatives. This appraisal may not be appropriate for
other uses or users.
IDENTIFICATION OF SUBJECT
The subject of this appraisal is the real property located at 55 Barre Street, Montpelier,
Vermont. The property is owned by the City of Montpelier, and further identified as city parcel
number 004-055000. The subject property consists of a 0.30 acre parcel improved with a one to
two story armory building that was built in 1932 and approximates 8,422 square feet. The site is
improved with two driveways and a gravel parking area with capacity for 6 to 7 vehicles.
PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED
The property rights appraised herein relate to the fee simple interest or estate. The fee
simple estate is defined as "Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate
subject only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain,
police power, and escheat."
TYPE AND DEFINITION OF VALUE
This appraisal pertains to the current market value of the subject. Market value is defined
as "the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under
all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably,
and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the
consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under
conditions whereby:
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own
best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements
comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special
or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale."


This definition is from regulations published by federal regulatory agencies pursuant to Title
XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 1989
between July 5, 1990 and August 24, 1990, by the Federal Reserve System (FRS),
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), and the Office of Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). This definition is also
-8-

referenced in regulations jointly published by the OCC, FRS and FDIC on June 7, 1994,
and in the Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, as revised and updated
December 2010.
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE APPRAISAL AND DATE OF REPORT
The effective date of the appraisal is January 15, 2016. The report was completed on the
date shown on the letter of transmittal. The last date of inspection was January 15, 2016.
SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of work relates to the degree to which the appraiser collected, confirmed, and
reported data for the analysis.
The scope of work involved an on-site inspection of the interior and exterior of the subject
property. The reader is advised that the appraisal inspection is not intended to serve as a building
(engineering) inspection, environmental screening or survey. The purpose of the inspection is to
understand the characteristics of the subject property that may affect value. The scope of work
also includes research of public records to understand the subject’s ownership, property rights,
zoning status and other factors relevant to the real property being appraised.
The appraisal problem was addressed by way of a thorough investigation and analysis of
the subject's market area. The area was searched for data applicable for the valuation of the
subject. All information was confirmed when possible. Reliance has been placed on information
provided by a number of sources, possibly including the property owner, buyers, sellers, lessees,
etc. and is assumed to be accurate. The information reported herein is a portion of the data
considered and is believed to be representative of market conditions.
The estimation of a real property's market value involves a systematic analysis of the
factors that bear upon the value of real estate. One must define the problem, research and acquire
data necessary to solve the problem, classify, analyze and interpret said data into an estimate of
value. The process involves an analysis of the subject's competitive market, highest and best use,
and the three recognized approaches to value: the sales comparison approach, the income
capitalization approach, and the cost approach.
The subject is improved with an older armory building that exhibits significant physical
deterioration and functional obsolescence. Given the extent of depreciation, the cost approach
would be of limited reliability. As a result, this method is considered, but not developed in the
valuation.
The subject is an owner occupied armory. Properties similar to the subject are rarely
leased and it would be highly speculative to project income and expenses for a property for which
there is a limited lease market. For this reason, the income capitalization approach was not utilized
to value the subject.
A thorough search of Vermont sale data led to the discovery and analysis of many sales
that share characteristics with the subject. Fourteen sales are described within this report, and
many others were considered, rejected and retained within the appraiser’s work file. In addition to
sales of improved properties, land sale data was analyzed to assist in forming an opinion of the
subject’s highest and best use. The most relevant sales were selected for directly analysis, and
are compared to the subject in a grid analysis.
The final step in the scope of work is the development of an appraisal report. This appraisal
report is presented in narrative form with sufficient information, detail and description to allow the
intended users to understand the appraisal problem, data considered and analyses performed to
arrive at a value conclusion.
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HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS
Hypothetical condition is defined in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USPAP) as "that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose of
analysis." The appraisal is based on the hypothetical condition that the City’s proposed changes
to the zoning regulations are in place as of the effective date. The reader is referred to the letter of
transmittal for further discussion.
EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS
An extraordinary assumption is defined in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USPAP) as "an assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, which, if found to
be false, could alter the appraiser's opinions or conclusions." The appraisal includes two
extraordinary assumptions related to the condition of the subject’s building. The reader is referred
to the letter of transmittal for further discussion.
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
This appraisal has been made with the following general assumptions:


No responsibility is assumed for the legal description provided or for matters pertaining to
legal or title considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable
unless otherwise stated.



The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances unless
otherwise stated.



It is assumed that lease encumbrances on the subject property, if present, are legally
binding contracts between the lessee and the lessor. It is further assumed that all
information transmitted to the appraiser regarding the lease documents is accurate and
complete.



Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.



Information furnished by others is believed to be reliable, but no warranty is given for its
accuracy.



No survey of the property has been made by the appraiser and no responsibility is assumed
in connection with such matters. Any maps, plats, or drawings reproduced and included in
this report are intended only for the purpose of showing spatial relationships and to help
the reader visualize the property. The reliability of the information contained on any such
map or drawing is assumed by the appraiser and cannot be guaranteed to be correct.



It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such
conditions or for obtaining the engineering studies that may be required to discover them.
Sub-surface rights (mineral and oil) were not considered in making this appraisal.



It is assumed that the property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state and
local environmental regulations and laws unless the lack of compliance is stated in the
appraisal report.



It is assumed that the property conforms to all applicable zoning and use regulations and
restrictions unless a nonconformity has been described in the appraisal report.



It is assumed that the subject property conforms to all building codes, minimum housing
standards and fire safety regulations, unless otherwise stated in the appraisal report.



It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents and other
legislative or administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private
entity or organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the
opinion of value contained in this report is based.



It is assumed that the use of the land and improvements is confined within the boundaries
of property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass
unless otherwise noted in the report.



Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous materials, which may or
may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser
has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser,
however, is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, and other potentially hazardous materials
may affect the value of the property. The value estimate is predicated on the assumption
that there is no such material on or in the property that would cause a loss in value. No
responsibility is assumed for such conditions of for any expertise or engineering knowledge
required to discover them. The intended user is urged to retain an expert in this field, if
desired.
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS (CONTINUED)


The forecasts, projections or operating estimates contained herein are based on current
market conditions, anticipated short-term supply and demand factors and a continued
stable economy. These forecasts are, therefore, subject to change with future conditions.



This appraisal should not be considered a report on the physical items that are a part of
this property. Although the appraisal may contain information about the physical items
being appraised (including their adequacy and/or condition), it should be clearly understood
that this information is only to be used as a general guide for property valuation and not as
a complete or detailed physical report. The appraiser is not a construction, engineering,
or legal expert, and any opinion given on these matters in this report should be considered
preliminary in nature.



Because no detailed inspection was made, and because such knowledge goes beyond the
scope of this appraisal, any observed condition comments given in this appraisal report
should not be taken as a guarantee that a problem does not exist. Specifically, no
guarantee is made as to the adequacy or condition of the foundation, roof, exterior walls,
interior walls, floors, heating system, air conditioning system, plumbing, electrical service,
insulation or all mechanicals and construction. For instance, we are not experts on heating
systems and no attempt was made to inspect the interior of the furnace. The structures
were not checked for building code violations and it is assumed that all buildings meet the
building codes unless so stated in the report. If any interested party is concerned about
the existence, condition, or adequacy of any particular item, we would strongly suggest
that a construction expert be hired for a detailed investigation.



Some items such as conditions behind walls, above ceilings, behind locked doors, or under
the ground are not exposed to casual view and, therefore, were not inspected. The
existence of insulation (if any is mentioned) was found by conversation with others and/or
circumstantial evidence. Since it is not exposed to view, the accuracy of any statements
about insulation cannot be guaranteed.



Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or
may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser
has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser,
however, is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, mold, or other potentially hazardous
materials may affect the value of the property. The value estimate is predicated on the
assumption that there is no such material on or in the property that would cause a loss in
value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise or
engineering knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert
in this field, if desired.



The Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") became effective January 26, 1992. I have
not made a specific compliance survey and analysis of this property to determine whether
or not it is in conformity with the various detailed requirements of the ADA. It is possible
that a compliance survey of the property, together with a detailed analysis of the
requirements of the ADA, could reveal that the property is not in compliance with one or
more of the requirements of the Act. The lack of compliance may or may not require
modification to the property and may impact the property's value and marketability. Unless
otherwise indicated in the report, value reductions resulting from the ADA have not been
considered in this appraisal because of the uncertainties regarding the property's
compliance with the Act, the administration of enforcement and waivers, and the resulting
value impacts.
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GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS (CONTINUED)


Information (including projections of income and expenses) provided by informed local
sources, such as government agencies, financial institutions, realtors, buyers, sellers,
property owners, bookkeepers, accountants, attorneys, and others is assumed to be true,
correct, and reliable. No responsibility for the accuracy of such information is assumed by
the appraiser.



The comparable sales data relied upon in the appraisal is believed to be from reliable
sources. Though all the comparables were examined, it was not possible to inspect them
all in detail. The value conclusions are subject to the accuracy of said data.



Engineering analyses of the subject property were neither provided for use nor made as a
part of this appraisal contract. Any representation as to the suitability of the property for
uses suggested in this analysis is therefore based only on a rudimentary investigation by
the appraiser and the value conclusions are subject to said limitations.



All values shown in the appraisal report are projections based on my analysis as of the
date of the appraisal. These values may not be valid in other time periods or as conditions
change. Since the projected mathematical models are based on estimates and
assumptions which are inherently subject to uncertainty and variation depending upon
evolving events, I do not represent them as results that will actually be achieved.



This appraisal is an estimate of value based on an analysis of information known to us at
the time the appraisal was made. I do not assume any responsibility for incorrect analysis
because of incorrect or incomplete information. If new information of significance comes
to light, the value given in this report is subject to change without notice.



The appraisal report, or any parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form without
permission of the appraiser. The appraisal report, and any parts thereof, is intended for
the sole use of the client and the appraiser. Information relating to the analysis or value
conclusions contained herein will not be released by this office except under the following
conditions:
1) Permission of the client to release a copy of this report to any authorized individual or
individuals.
2) Use by the appraiser or member of his/her immediate office in a professional capacity;
however, never revealing the analysis of data or value conclusions contained herein,
3) Use by approved representatives of Appraisal Institute as required and in observance
of the code of ethics and standards of professional practice of said organization.



Testimony or attendance in court or at any other hearing is not required by reason of
rendering this appraisal unless such arrangements are made in a reasonable time in
advance. In addition, the appraiser reserves the right to consider and evaluate additional
data that becomes available between the date of evaluation and the date of any trial and
to make any adjustments to the value opinions that may be required.



Unless otherwise indicated, the appraisal has not given consideration to personal property
located on the premises or to the cost of moving or relocating such personal property; only
the real property has been considered in the analysis.
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AREA DATA

COUNTY:

Washington

GREATER MARKET AREA:

Central Vermont

IMMEDIATE MARKET AREA:

Montpelier

PRIMARY ACCESS ROUTES:

Interstate 89, U.S. Route 2, U.S. Route 302, Vermont
Route 12

POPULATION:
Year

Vermont

%∆

Washington
County

%∆

Montpelier

%∆

1980
1990
2000
2010

511,456
562,758
608,827
625,741

15.0%
10.0%
8.2%
2.8%

52,393
54,928
58,039
59,534

9.9%
4.8%
5.7%
2.6%

8,241
8,247
8,035
7,855

-4.3%
-0.1%
-2.6%
-2.2%

Year

Vermont

%∆

Washington
County

%∆

Montpelier

%∆

1980
1990
2000
2010

223,199
271,214
294,382
322,539

35.1%
21.5%
8.5%
9.6%

22,113
25,328
27,644
29,941

36.0%
14.5%
9.1%
8.3%

3,437
3,769
3,899
4,034

15.6%
9.7%
3.4%
3.5%

HOUSING UNITS:

AVERAGE ANNUAL
WAGE (2013):

State of Vermont
Washington County
Montpelier

$42,042
$43,595
$51,103

State
government,
education,
health
manufacturing, retail, service and tourism

ECONOMIC BASE:

care,

UNEMPLOYMENT FIGURES:
12-15

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

Vermont

3.1%

4.1%

4.4%

5.0%

5.6%

6.2%

6.9%

4.5%

3.9%

3.7%

Washington County

3.1%

4.0%

4.3%

4.8%

5.4%

6.0%

6.6%

4.6%

4.0%

3.9%

Barre-Montpelier Labor
Market Area

3.3%

4.1%

4.4%

4.9%

5.6%

6.1%

6.7%

5.2%

4.5%

4.3%

Montpelier (City)

2.8%

3.4%

3.7%

4.5%

5.0%

5.5%

6.1%

3.2%

2.7%

2.4%
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COMMENTS
The subject property is located within the City of Montpelier, which is situated in the central
part of Washington County. Washington County is located in north-central Vermont and is
comprised of 20 municipalities spanning 714 square miles. Primary access to Washington County
is provided by Interstate 89, U.S. Routes 2 and 302 and Vermont Route 12, 14 and 100. The area
is also accessible via rail (Amtrak) and a small general aviation airport in Berlin. Public bus
transportation is available for sections of Washington County, and operated by Green Mountain
Transit Agency.
Washington County is predominately rural in character with the exception of the subject’s
market area and the communities of Waterbury and Northfield in the northern part of the county.
Otherwise, the County is sparsely developed with a mix of tourism-oriented and bedroom
communities.
The subject’s market area is comprised of the municipalities of Montpelier, Barre City,
Barre Town and Berlin. These communities collectively serve as the primary employment and retail
trade center for Washington County and central Vermont. The municipalities that comprise the
greater market are discussed individually within the paragraphs that follow.
Montpelier
Montpelier is the state capital and contains a rather large proportion of the state offices. It
is reported that over one third of the County’s jobs are located in the city of Montpelier and the
presence of large private and public entities is a source of stability for this segment of the greater
market. Major employers in Montpelier include state and federal government, National Life
Insurance Company, New England Culinary Institute, and Vermont Mutual Insurance Group.
The city of Montpelier is a mature, densely developed market. The urban compact is
centered on the north branch of the Winooski River with access from U.S. Route 2 over three
bridges. A series of bridges connects the east and west sections of the city as well. Downtown
Montpelier has a rather high concentration of office space, which is occupied with a mix of
government, agency and private enterprises. The concentration of office workers in the downtown
area has created demand for retail, service and restaurant businesses and healthy occupancy has
been the norm in recent history. As a commuter destination, there is also substantial demand for
daily parking.
Given the scarcity of undeveloped land and challenging land features, the city has
experienced limited development and slightly declining population. The population decline
observed over the past few decades likely reflects changing household structure, as housing units
continued to grow moderately over the same timeframe.
Related to county and state average, Montpelier has a relatively high average wage, which
is likely attributable to the composition of the labor force. Montpelier also enjoys a comparatively
lower unemployment rate than most of the other communities that comprise the greater market
area.
Berlin
Berlin is influenced by Interstate 89, which bisects the town from north to south with two
exits within the town limits. Berlin is home to a small industrial base, a regional hospital, various
professional services, a local airport and a number of retailers, auto dealerships, etc. Much of the
town’s recent development has been within a commercial park situated near the Interstate exit and
hospital. The largest employers in Berlin are Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Vermont and Central
Vermont Medical Center. Berlin’s gradual commercial growth has been the product of accessibility
and availability of land. The town also serves as a bedroom community with a relatively small
population.
- 15 -

Barre City & Barre Town
Historically, the primary economic force for Barre City and Town has been the granite
industry. Granite extraction was a major industrial component for Barre Town and a number of
related businesses were concentrated in Barre City. Over time, the economic base has diversified;
however, granite extraction and production remains an integral part of the local economy for both
Barre City and Barre Town.
Barre Town has a slowly growing industrial base, which includes manufacturing,
technology, distribution, etc. Much of commercial growth in Barre Town is in the vicinity of Wilson
Industrial Park for industrial properties and along primary commuting routes for retail, professional
and service properties. Barre Town also serves as a bedroom community for the greater market
area and has experienced gradual residential development. Over the past few decades, population
in Barre City has gradually declined, while population in Barre Town has expanded. This is likely
due to the availability and affordability of land in Barre Town.
A substantial downtown improvement project that spanned over three years was recently
completed in Barre City. The federally-funded project included comprehensive infrastructure
replacement and new streetscape improvements. Concurrently, three noteworthy commercial
projects were completed, including a newly built 85,000 square foot mixed use property known as
City Place, a 24,000± square foot redevelopment at Granite Street and complete renovation of the
Blanchard Block.
Summary
In summary, the greater market area is heterogeneous, with each municipality
experiencing varying trends over the past decade. While each community is distinct from one
another, the towns and cities that comprise the market area are related due to proximity, traffic
linkages and complementary land uses. Suburban and rural parts of the market area have
experienced the greatest residential and industrial growth. While population has declined in urban
centers, employment and commercial services are integral to the local economy. Barre City
suffered elevated commercial vacancy during the recession, but has shown signs of economic
recovery following its downtown improvement project. Montpelier’s commercial market appears
healthy and stable with a positive trend anticipated for the foreseeable future.
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AREA MAP
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NEIGHBORHOOD DATA

ACCESS:

Adequate via Main Street and Granite Street

BUILT-UP:

Near 100%

USES:

Mix of single family, multifamily, special purpose and
low intensity commercial

OCCUPANCY:

Owners and tenants with limited apparent vacancy

BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS:

Vary in accordance with age and use

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telecommunications, municipal water and
municipal sewer

ADVERSE INFLUENCES:

None noted

TREND:

Relatively stable sub-market

COMMENTS
The subject’s neighborhood is situated within the central part of the City of Montpelier.
More specifically, the neighborhood is centered on Barre Street and bounded by Main Street to the
north and Granite Street to the south. Barre Street is a secondary city street that runs parallel to
the Stone Cutter’s Way and the Winooski River. Traffic is moderate within the neighborhood, with
an average flow (AADT) of 4,000 vehicles per day in immediate proximity to the subject.
Barre Street is mixed for use, with a range of land uses present. Multifamily and single
family are prevailing uses, with most of these properties older and varying for size, quality and
condition. A number of special use properties are present within the neighborhood, including a
church, two schools and the subject’s armory. Retail and mixed use properties are interspersed
throughout the neighborhood, with a higher concentration of commercial uses near the intersection
with Main Street.
In summary, the neighborhood is a fully developed, stable mixed use sub-market. The
neighborhood affords convenient access and is within close proximity to Montpelier’s downtown
core. Barre Street is a secondary street, and suitable for uses that do not rely on heavy vehicular
or pedestrian traffic. Significant changes are not expected for the neighborhood for the foreseeable
future.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
HISTORY OF CONVEYANCE AND USE

The current owner of the subject property acquired title through a warranty deed that has
been photocopied for inclusion within the addenda of this report. This transfer is summarized as
follows:
Grantor:
Grantee:
Date of Deed:
Municipality Recorded:
Deed Reference:

State of Vermont
City of Montpelier
March 24, 1970
Montpelier
Volume 426, Page 330

The subject was originally built in 1932 as an armory and was used for military purposes
until the above sale to the City of Montpelier. Since acquiring the subject, the City has used the
subject for recreation purposes.
The appraiser is of the understanding that the City of Montpelier is considering offering the
subject for sale, and this appraisal will be used to assist in the decision of what to do with the asset.
The appraiser is not aware of any current or recent public efforts to sell or otherwise market the
subject, nor any formal offers to purchase the property.
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SITE ANALYSIS

LOCATION:

55 Barre Street, Montpelier, Vermont

SIZE:

0.30 acre

FRONTAGE:

82.5 feet along Barre Street

ACCESS:

Adequate with two curb cuts (see comments)

STREET:

Public with appropriate infrastructure

EXPOSURE:

Good

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

GRADE:

At grade

COVER:

Predominately consumed with improvements

SOILS:

Adequate for development

SHAPE:

Rectangular

ELECTRICITY:

Green Mountain Power Corporation

GAS:

N/A

WATER:

Municipal

SEWER:

Municipal

DRIVEWAYS:

Concrete and paved (see comments)

PARKING:

Gravel lot with capacity for 6-7± vehicles

LANDSCAPING:

Limited features

EXTERIOR LIGHTING:

Provided by fixtures on building improvement and one pole fixture,
adequate for security

RESTRICTIONS:

None noted

COMMENTS
A survey of the subject was not found within the Montpelier land records. In the absence
of a survey, the metes and bounds description and municipal tax map are relied upon for the
appraiser’s understanding of the boundaries and land area of the parcel. The pages following this
narrative provide an excerpt of the tax map and an aerial image of the subject and its surroundings
procured from a GIS program made available by the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources. The
reader is advised that the boundary lines in the GIS image are approximate and precision is not
implied. The tax map dimensions match the metes and bounds description, except the frontage is
not stated within the deed.
The subject’s site is almost entirely consumed with the building and site improvements,
with the building envelope consuming over half the land area. The balance of the site is consumed
with driveways, a small parking lot at the rear of the lot and a concrete walkway and stairway at the
front of the building. Two small green spaces are present at the front of the building with limited
landscaping features.
Two driveways run along both sides of the subject’s building. The driveway on the
northwest side of the building is paved and the driveway on the southeast side of the building is
concrete. In the absence of a survey, it is difficult to ascertain whether both driveways are within
the subject property. In reviewing the aerial image, it appears that the northwesterly driveway may
be within the abutting property, and shared use of this driveway is apparent. Research of the land
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records did not uncover documentations of easements or rights-of-way for this driveway, but shared
use is assumed based upon observations at inspection.
The parking area at the rear of the building provides capacity for six to seven vehicles. A
small at-grade overhead door at the rear of the building would be accessible via car or small truck,
but not to large commercial trucks due to limited room for circulation and maneuverability.
In summary, the subject’s site is relatively small and intensely developed. The site has
limited parking and circulation given the scale of the building. Some public parking is available
along Stone Cutter’s Way and street parking is available on Barre Street. While it is not uncommon
for urban properties to have little or no on-site parking, the subject’s scarcity of parking and difficult
interior circulation may be limiting factors for certain uses of the property. Site improvements
appear to be in average or better condition.
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SITE SKETCH (TAX MAP)
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AERIAL IMAGE – SUBJECT AND SURROUNDINGS – BOUNDARIES APPROXIMATE
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BUILDING ANALYSIS

USE:

Special purpose (former armory used as recreation center)

NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2 above grade (excludes basement)

BASE AREA:

6,692 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

8,422 square feet (excludes basement)

FINISHED AREA:

8,422 square feet above grade plus 1,844 square feet in
basement

YEAR BUILT:

1932

UNIT DESCRIPTION:

See comments

OCCUPANCY:

Owner

FOUNDATION:

Poured concrete

FRAME:

Brick masonry with steel trusses

INTERIOR CLEARANCE:

Varies by section, 17.5’ to trusses in gym, 9’ for two-story
section

EXTERIOR WALLS:

Brick masonry with granite details

WINDOWS:

Single pane double-hung with interior storm windows

EXTERIOR DOORWAYS:

Solid core wood man doors, insulated metal man doors,
insulated overhead door

INTERIOR DOORWAYS:

Solid core wood man doors

ROOF COVER:

Rubber membrane (installed 2008 and 2011)

INSULATION:

Insulated, ratings not specified

HEAT:

Oil-fired hot water heat (boiler installed 2003)

ELECTRICAL:

200 Amp service

WATER LINES:

Copper

SPRINKLER:

Absent

FINISHED FLOORS:

Vinyl tile, hardwood, rubber and carpet

FINISHED WALLS:

Plaster, interior brick and drywall

FINISHED CEILINGS:

Block tile

LIGHTING:

Exposed fluorescent, covered fluorescent and pendant
fixtures

RESTROOMS:

Semi-modern to older for style

COMMENTS
The building was built as an armory in 1932 and is fairly specific in design and materials.
The building was built for military training and recreation use. Aside from general maintenance and
cosmetic improvements, there have been few significant modifications to the original structure.
The first floor is partitioned into an oversized entry hallway, three offices, a restroom and a
large gymnasium with an elevated stage. The offices range in size and have typical partitioning
and fenestration. The gym approximates 4,536 square feet with high interior clearance. The gym
previously had large windows on either side, which are now boarded up. The stage measures 442
square feet and is elevated three feet above the gymnasium floor level.
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Interior stairs provide vertical access to a second floor, which approximates 1,730 square
feet and is partitioned into four offices and two restrooms. A former overlook window to the
gymnasium has been boarded up.
The basement spans the entire base area and is accessed via interior stairs at the front
and rear of the building. The basement is partitioned into a locker room, a mechanical room, a
former coal storage room, a shooting range and four storage rooms of varying scale. The storage
rooms vary for extent of finish, lighting and presence of windows. Most of the basement is semifinished with interior brick walls, compressed board ceilings and concrete floors. Finished area
within the basement includes the locker room and shooting range. The locker room is equipped
with two toilets, two urinals, two showers and a sink. The shooting range has block tile ceilings,
vinyl flooring and painted interior brick walls. Finishes within the shooting range are not likely to
contribute value.
The building is suitable for recreational, public or semi-public use, and may also be adapted
for alternative uses as well. As is the case for many older special purpose properties, the building
suffers from obsolescence in materials and design. The building is not accessible to residents and
visitors with disabilities, and does not meet accessibility standards of FHA, UFAS and ADA.
Physical depreciation is also evident in worn finishes, apparent settlement and areas of water
damage. Specific items include stained ceiling tiles in the gymnasium, plaster deterioration in the
northeast corner second floor office and a large step-crack along the northwest side of the building.
It is assumed that water damage is cosmetic only, preceding recent roof replacement. Substantial
re-pointing was performed along the northeast wall, as shown in the enclosed building photographs.
For the purpose of the valuation, it is assumed that the subject is structurally sound. The appraiser
is not qualified to comment on the structural integrity of the building and if further information is
desired, the client is urged to consult an expert in the field.
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BUILDING SKETCH
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ZONING

ZONE:

Central Business II (CB-II)

CONFORMANCE:

No (legally non-conforming)

COMMENTS:
Indoor recreation is not a permitted or conditional use within the CB-II zoning district. The
current building exceeds the 50% maximum building coverage requirement within the CB-II zoning
district. The subject’s improvement and use pre-date the current ordinance and the property is
owned by the City of Montpelier. The current use and site plan are legally non-conforming.
As outlined in the letter of transmittal, this appraisal is made under the hypothetical
condition that proposed zoning regulations are in effect as of the current effective date. This is a
reasonable condition of the analysis, as the changes to zoning are imminent. When implemented,
the subject will be within the Urban Center (UC) zoning district. Segments of the proposed zoning
ordinance pertinent to the subject have been copied for inclusion within the addenda of this report.

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES

ASSESSMENT:

$588,600

MUNICIPALITY’S REPORTED
EQUALIZATION RATE:

100.23%

DATE OF ASSESSMENT:

2010

TAXES:

Tax exempt

COMMENTS:
The property appears to be substantially over-assessed based on the value opinion
presented herein.
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Exterior photographs – front and side of building
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Exterior photographs – side and rear of building
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Exterior photographs
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Exterior photographs
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Site photographs
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Site photographs
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – basement finish (locker room)
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – basement storage and shooting range
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – basement storage and loading dock
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – first floor
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – first floor
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Interior photographs – second floor
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Rail frontage
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SUBJECT PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHS

Street scene – Barre Street
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MARKET ANALYSIS

PROPERTY TYPE:

Special purpose property

MARKETING TIME:

One to two years based the subject’s value estimate rendered
herein

MARKET AREA:

Central Vermont

TYPICAL OCCUPANT:

Primarily owners

SUPPLY:

Relatively fixed for properties that share similar characteristics
with the subject

DEMAND:

At or near equilibrium with supply

TREND:

Relatively stable niche market with infrequent sales activity

COMMENTS
The subject can be broadly classified as an older special purpose property. The property
is a former armory that was built for military training and recreation purposes. The 0.30 acre site
is improved with a one to two story building that approximates 8,422 square feet and consumes
just over half the lot. The building is historically significant and the property is within the design
control district. On-site parking is limited; however, public parking is available along Stone Cutter’s
Way and street parking is present along Barre Street.
Properties that share similar physical traits with the subject can be found in urban and
village centers throughout Vermont. In many cases, these properties are owned by public or nonprofit entities and used either for public or semi-public purposes. In some cases, older specialty
use properties are acquired for redevelopment by speculative investors and owner occupants
whose business needs can be adequately served by the existing improvements. The extent of
renovations can vary broadly based upon the new use of the property, the size of the property and
preservation criteria. At times, the redevelopment of historic properties is aided through historic
tax credits or other governmental subsidies. Sales are highly infrequent, as these properties tend
to be held under the same ownership for extended timeframes.
When properties similar to the subject do transact, they are acquired for a broad range of
uses. In some instances, the properties are acquired for non-profit, public or semi-public use. In
other cases, older special purpose properties are adapted to low intensity commercial uses that
can accommodate the level of functionality within the building. At times, properties similar to the
subject are acquired for redevelopment, with complete renovation except for the structural shell.
The breadth of eventual uses among this property class reflects the limited depth and heterogeneity
of the market for older special purpose properties.
If the subject were offered to the market, it is likely that the property would appeal to a fairly
diverse mix of potential purchasers based on the property’s unique attributes. Potential buyers
would need to be willing to accept varying forms of curable and incurable obsolescence, as well as
physical wear that has occurred over the life of the improvement. While these are limiting factors,
the sales identified within this appraisal are evidence of the marketability of similar properties.
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE
The highest and best use of the subject property has been carefully considered. Highest
and best use has been defined as “The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an
improved property, which is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and
that results in the highest value. The four criteria the highest and best use must meet are legal
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum profitability.” Within the
highest and best use analysis, consideration is given to the physical adaptability of the property to
alternative uses, legal influences such as zoning, as well as market demand for competitive
properties.
The highest and best use of the subject’s land is considered first in the analysis. The
subject’s site approximates 0.30 acre with 82.5 feet of frontage along Barre Street. The site is
primarily level, open and would be physically suitable for development if unimproved. Utility
infrastructure is available with capacity for a broad range of uses. There are a wide range of uses
that would be physically possible for the site if vacant and available for development. The primary
limiting factors would be the small lot size and narrow width.
When the proposed zoning ordinance takes effect, the subject will be within the Urban
Center (UC) zoning district. As outlined in the letter of transmittal, the analysis is based on the
hypothetical condition that the proposed ordinance is presently in effect. There is a broad range of
permitted and conditional uses within the UC district, which are summarized in the following table.
Permitted Uses
Single family
Performance theater
Accessory dwelling
Movie theater
Duplex
Amphitheater
Triplex
Indoor games facility
Multifamily
Exhibition/conference
Other residential structure
Religious facility
Retirement housing
Government facility
Congregate living
Other community structure
Assisted living facility
Fitness/gym/athletic club
Skilled nursing facility
Nature/recreational park
Bed and breakfast/Inn
Medical clinic
Rooming/boarding house
Grade school
Hotel or motel
College or university
Shop or store
Trade or specialty school
Bank (no drive-through)
Library
Professional services
Museum, exhibition hall
Veterinary services
Art gallery
Administrative/business
Public safety facility
Services to buildings
Funeral home/cremation
Food services
Social services
Bar or drinking places
Child daycare
Food services contractor
Services for elderly/disabled
Personal services
Surface parking
Pet/animal services/sales
Bus stop shelter
Laboratory
Rail transportation facility
Media broadcast studio
Road passenger services
Computer data center
Utility structures
Manufacturing (<10,000 SF) Communications antenna
Publishing
Greenhouse or nursery
Information/data processing
Agriculture and forestry
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Conditional Uses
Malls, shopping centers
Bank (with drive-through)
Rental and leasing
Construction related (<10,000 SF)
Light industrial (<10,000 SF)
Warehouse/storage (<10,000 SF)
Wholesale trade establishment
Sports arena
Hospital
Cemetery
Water supply facility
Sewer facility
Communication towers

To summarize the preceding table, there is a very wide variety of permitted and conditional
uses within the UC district, spanning a range of residential, commercial, light industrial and special
purpose uses. Dimensional criteria include a minimum lot size of 3,000 square feet, minimum
frontage of 30 feet and a maximum floor area ratio (FAR) of 4.0. The maximum front setback is 20
feet and buildings must be at least two stories with 60 feet maximum height. There is no parking
requirement in the UC zoning district. In brief, the UC district allows fairly intense land development.
To summarize narrative thus far, there are numerous land uses that would be both
physically possible and legally permissible. Some potentially legal uses are not well suited for a
small lot; however, dimensional criteria allow for dense development. Examples of uses that meet
the first two tests of highest and best use include single family, multifamily, retail, office, restaurant,
bar, small scale light industrial, mixed use and various special uses.
Neighborhood characteristics and market demand are considered next. The subject is
located in a mature and stable neighborhood that is best characterized as a secondary city street
near the urban core. Current land uses in the neighborhood include a mix of single family,
multifamily, office, retail, special purpose and mixed use. Most buildings are at least 50 years old
and no recent development pattern is apparent. The location is most suitable for low intensity
commercial uses, multifamily and mixed use. High exposure commercial uses are less likely, given
limited pedestrian and vehicular traffic flow.
If the subject’s site were undeveloped, the property would represent a rare development
opportunity for a site near downtown Montpelier. While the location is not ideal for retail or high
exposure uses, demand is strong for office and apartment uses, and mixed use is a frequently
chosen format for new development in urban settings. Analysis of available data has led to the
conclusion that the highest and best use of the subject’s site is mixed use development with a
combination of low-intensity commercial use and apartments. The ideal improvement would
maximize potential density while meeting design criteria of the Historic Design Review Overlay
District.
The highest and best use of the improved subject is considered next. The subject is
improved with a one to two story building that approximates 8,422 square feet. The site is
developed with driveways and a small parking lot at the rear of the building with capacity for six to
seven vehicles. The building was built in 1932 as an armory and has been used for training and
recreational purposes over the life of the improvements. The subject’s building is fairly unique in
design and materials, and reflects the age and original purpose of the property. The front section
has partitioning that is representative of office, classroom or administrative use. The rear section
is a gymnasium with high clearance and an elevated stage. The building is above average for
quality, but suffers from obsolescence and physical wear. Potential uses for the improved subject
are listed below:
1) Continuation of the current public recreational use
2) Uses that the current building can accommodate without adaptation
3) Uses that are achievable through redevelopment within the existing structure
4) Demolition for complete redevelopment
Each of the above scenarios is explored in arriving at a highest and best use conclusion,
with brief narrative presented in the following paragraphs.
1) The subject is currently owned by the municipality and used for public recreational
purposes. The City has expressed interest in selling the asset with the possibility of offering
recreation in a facility that meets current standards for accessibility. This use is not likely
to be maximally productive given the limited depth of demand to acquire a property with
the subject’s characteristics for the current use.
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2) The current improvement could accommodate a number of permitted and conditional uses
within the UC zoning district. The uses most fitting for the building include office,
manufacturing, publishing, theater and light industrial. In each case, the subject would
present obsolescence in floor plan, parking, truck access, and various other factors. To
test this possible scenario, sale data for general industrial properties with small sites was
collected, and is presented as Sales 8, 10, 11, 12. These sales do not suggest greater
value for industrial use versus the other data collected.
3) There is a myriad of uses that could be achieved through redevelopment within the current
structure. This is evident in redevelopment that has occurred among several of the sales
identified in this report. Sale 4 was redeveloped for retail use, which is a function of parking
and street visibility. Sale 6 was redeveloped for mixed use with general commercial space
in the first floor and residential units within the second floor. Sale 7, a former armory, was
acquired for a low-intense industrial application, screen printing. Sale 13 is now a
performing arts theater. Sale 14 is mixed for use, with a restaurant in the first floor and
four guest rooms in the second floor. These properties provide evidence as to the range
of redevelopment possibilities for a property similar to the subject. In addition, these
examples suggest a specific highest and best use conclusion would be speculative.
4) Based on a cursory review of local land sale data, demolition for redevelopment would
destroy value. In order to conclude demolition as the highest and best use, the value of
the subject’s underlying land less demolition costs would need to exceed the value of the
property as improved. To test this scenario, four land sales are studied and compared to
the value conclusion of the improved subject. The land sale data is summarized below.
SALE ID

Location

Sale VL-1
Sale VL-2
Sale VL-3
Sale VL-4

16 Main St., Montpelier
575 Stone Cutters Way, Montpelier
338-350 N. Main St., Barre
328-332 N. Main St., Barre

Date

Price

Lot Size

$/SF

28-Oct-12
24-Aug-10
29-Oct-14
12-Sep-07

$ 167,600
$ 220,000
$ 690,000
$ 500,000

0.144 acre
1.09 acres
0.96 acres
0.59 acres

$ 26.65
$ 4.63
$ 15.84
$ 19.45

The land sales are adjusted to account for demolition, remediation and other transactional
factors, as shown below.
Sale ID

Sale VL-1

Sale VL-2

Sale VL-3

Sale VL-4

Unadj. Price

$ 167,600

$ 220,000

$ 690,000

$ 500,000

Demolition
Remediation
Other

$
$
$

$ 97,000
$ 163,000
$
-

$ 60,000
$
$
-

$ 46,000
$
$
-

Adj. Price
Lot Size
Adj. Price/SF

$ 167,600
0.144 A
$ 26.65

$ 480,000
1.09 A
$ 10.11

$ 750,000
0.96 A
$ 17.94

$ 546,000
0.59 A
$ 21.24

-

Sales VL-1, VL-3 and VL-4 are all located adjacent to primary arteries and are generally
superior to the subject for visibility and commercial appeal. Sale VL-1 sets an upper bound
on land value for the subject in per square foot terms. Sale VL-2 is located in a
secondary setting that is more similar to the subject’s. This site is larger than the subject’s,
but is otherwise comparable. This sale sets a lower bound on land value for the subject,
in per square foot terms. The sale data supports a value estimate of $200,000 (or $15.30
per square foot) for the subject’s land. The land value estimate is far less than the value
estimate of the improved property, suggesting that demolition would destroy value.
In conclusion, the highest and best use of the improved subject is adaptive redevelopment
by retaining the subject’s structure. This is a fairly broad conclusion, with a range of possibilities
comparable to the uses cited in the narrative of scenario #3 above. A broad conclusion is deemed
appropriate due to the variety of outcomes observed in the greater market.
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VALUATION
COST APPROACH
The cost approach to value is defined as "A set of procedures through which a value
indication is derived for the fee simple interest in a property by estimating the current cost to
construct a reproduction of, or replacement for, the existing structure; deducting accrued
depreciation from the reproduction or replacement cost; and adding the estimated land value plus
an entrepreneurial profit. Adjustments may then be made to the indicated fee simple value of the
subject property to reflect the value of the property interest being appraised."
The cost approach was not used to estimate the subject’s value because of the age of the
subject’s improvements. The estimation of accrued depreciation is a judgment factor and the
possibility of error is imminent. Since little credence can be placed in this approach to value, given
the age and condition of the subject improvement, it has been omitted from this report.
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INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH
The Appraisal Institute defines the income capitalization approach as “A set of procedures
through which an appraiser derives a value indication for an income-producing property by
converting its anticipated benefits (cash flows and reversion) into property value. This conversion
can be accomplished in two ways: One year’s income expectancy can be capitalized at a market
derived capitalization rate or a capitalization rate that reflects a specified income pattern, return on
investment, and change in the value of the investment. Alternatively, the annual cash flows for the
holding period and the reversion can be discounted at a specified yield rate.”
Income capitalization was not used to estimate the subject's value because properties
similar to the subject are generally owner occupied and not acquired as cash flow investments
based on lease contracts.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH
The Appraisal Institute defines the Sales Comparison Approach as "A set of procedures in
which a value indication is derived by comparing the property being appraised to similar properties
that have been sold recently, applying appropriate units of comparison, and making adjustments to
the sale prices of the comparables based on the elements of comparison."
The sales comparison approach is used to estimate the subject's market value. This
method involves the research for and collection of comparable sale data, an analysis of the data,
and the application of adjustments to the comparables to arrive at value indicators. Due to the
subject’s unique characteristics, the sale search involves broadened parameters, in terms of
property type, building characteristics, geography and date of sale. The sale data considered for
the valuation included older special purpose properties (schools, churches, municipal, etc.),
general industrial and older industrial properties.
Of many sales identified, fourteen sales are presented within this report. Other sale data
not considered (directly or indirectly) is retained within the appraiser’s work file. Fourteen sales of
varying relevance are summarized briefly within the following table and described in greater detail
within the pages that follow the valuation analysis.
Sale ID Location
Sale 1
Sale 2
Sale 3
Sale 4
Sale 5
Sale 6
Sale 7
Sale 8
Sale 9
Sale 10
Sale 11
Sale 12
Sale 13
Sale 14

10 Brook St., Barre City
46 Barre St., Montpelier
132 Birge St., Brattleboro
540 N. Main St., Barre City
147 Main St., Windsor
129 S. Main St., Hartford
13 West St., Rutland City
157 Pioneer Ctr., Montpelier
46 S. Main St., Hartford
230 S. Main St., Hartford
1 Graves St., Montpelier
59 Poineer Ctr., Montpelier
331 Main St., Bennington
8 S. Main St., Barre City

Subject 55 Barre St., Montpelier

Type

Date

Size (SF)

Lot

L:B

Price

$/SF

Church
School/Monastary
Older Industrial
Older Industrial
Fire Station
Fraternal/Lodge
Armory
Industrial
Post Office
Industrial
Industrial Condo
Industrial
Fraternal
Fire Station

Dec-14
Nov-14
Jan-14
Aug-13
Feb-13
Dec-12
Jul-12
Jan-12
Dec-11
Feb-11
Feb-11
Jan-11
Apr-08
Mar-07

5,426
20,784
5,947
21,687
14,400
22,400
18,356
17,409
7,820
11,070
15,708
9,952
6,640
7,188

0.16
0.46
1.10
1.16
0.39
0.45
1.20
1.29
0.16
0.39
N/A
1.10
0.14
0.53

1.28
0.96
8.06
2.33
1.18
0.88
2.85
3.23
0.86
1.53
N/A
4.81
0.91
3.21

$ 207,000
$ 540,000
$ 225,000
$ 575,000
$ 288,300
$ 600,000
$ 205,250
$ 315,000
$ 500,000
$ 340,000
$ 525,000
$ 300,000
$ 360,000
$ 150,000

$38.15
$25.98
$37.83
$26.51
$20.02
$26.79
$11.18
$18.09
$63.94
$30.71
$33.42
$30.14
$54.22
$20.87

Armory

Current

8,422

0.30

1.55

In selecting sales, a number of factors are considered. The subject is an older, historic
building with a relatively small land to building ratio. The building is architecturally unique and
situated adjacent to a secondary street in a downtown setting. The structure is comprised of a mix
of partitioned space and open space. While of above average quality, the building suffers from
obsolescence and physical wear. Brief explanations related to the selection of sales among the
data set is presented within the following paragraphs.
Sale 1 is a recent transaction involving a church that had ceased operations. Like the
subject, the building is older with a large proportion of open space. The property is located in an
urban setting and has a similar land to building ratio to the subject. While acquired by an abutter,
this sale is reported to be at arm’s length and is directly considered for the valuation.
Sale 2 is situated across the street from the subject. While the building has multiple stories,
the building is of similar age as the subject’s building and exhibits similar levels of obsolescence.
Given that the sale is recent, local and reasonably similar for physical attributes, Sale 2 is selected
for direct comparison to the subject.
Sale 3 is an older industrial building with a rather well sized lot. The building is inferior to
the subject’s and the site affords ample parking capacity, with parking being a primary motive for
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the purchase. This sale is not considered directly due to differences in building characteristics and
land to building ratio.
Sale 4 is an older industrial property that was redeveloped for mixed commercial use, with
the primary motive being a Dollar General store. The site affords good parking, and the property
is located along a primary artery. This sale is indirectly considered, but not included within the grid
due to differences in setting and parking.
Sale 5 is an older fire station that was redeveloped for commercial use. While the property
shares similarities with the subject for age, functionality and lot utility, this sale transacted with
unique conditions (foreclosure) and the property is substantially inferior to the subject for location.
This sale was not directly considered, but serves as a lower bound for value due to conditions of
sale and location.
Sale 6 is a former fraternal lodge that was acquired for redevelopment by a speculative
investor. The building has a different physical makeup than the subject, but had a fairly large
proportion of open space. The small site and secondary urban setting also are similar to the
subject. While differences are noted, this sale is selected for direct comparison to the subject.
Sale 7 is the only recent sale of an armory in Vermont. While physically similar to the
subject, this sale is not directly considered because of unique conditions of sale. The property was
marketed through an abbreviated bidding process. Rather than accepting the highest bid, the city
selected the offer with the proposal that would result in new jobs for the local market. The grantee
reported an offer from an unrelated party to purchase the property for $350,000 shortly following
his acquisition. This sale is rejected due to unique conditions of sale.
Sales 8, 10, 11 and 12 are general industrial properties with small lots in urban
environments. These sales are not directly considered, but the data was collected to assist in the
development of an opinion of highest and best use. The properties exhibit significant physical
differences from the subject and are less comparable to the subject than sales selected for the
valuation.
Sale 9 is an older post office building that was acquired for special purpose use. Like the
subject, the building is historically significant with functional obsolescence. The sale was not
directly considered as the building is substantially superior for quality and condition, which would
necessitate significant adjustments. The sale is indirectly considered, with per square foot pricing
setting an upper bound.
Sale 13 is an older sale of a fraternal lodge in an urban environment. While a dated
transaction, the building has a similar floor plan as the subject. This sale is selected for direct
comparison.
Sale 14 is a sale of a former fire station that was acquired for commercial use. The sale
occurred under similar circumstances as Sale 7, with the price not indicative of typical seller
motivation. This sale is included for reference, but serves as a lower bound due to unique
conditions of sale.
In summary, Sales 1, 2, 6 and 13 are selected for direct comparison to the subject. These
sales are presented within the grid analysis on the following page. Adjustments are made in gross
dollar amounts for transactional elements of comparison, which include property rights, financing,
conditions of sale, post-sale improvements and market conditions. An adjusted price per square
foot is rendered for each sale, and adjustments are made in dollars per square foot for property
differences, including location, lot size and desirability, size of improvement, quality of structure,
age and condition, mechanical equipment, miscellaneous features and utilities. Explanations for
adjustments are provided in the pages following the grid.
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VALUE FACTORS

SUBJECT

SALE 1

SALE 2

SALE 6

SALE 13

Sale Price

$207,000

$540,000

$600,000

$350,000

Sale Date

18-Dec-14

11-Nov-14

13-Dec-12

15-Apr-08

5,426

20,784

22,400

6,640

$38.15

$25.98

$26.79

$52.71

Size (SF)

8,422

Sale Price/SF
Property Rights

Fee simple

Fee simple
$0

Fee simple
$0

Fee simple
$0

Fee simple
$0

Financing

Assume cash

Cash to seller
$0

Cash to seller
$0

Cash to seller
$0

Cash to seller
$0

Conditions of Sale

Assume typical

See comments
$0

Typical
$0

Typical
$0

See comments
$0

Post Sale Improvements

None assumed for
valuation

None reported

Partial roof replacement

See comments

None reported

$0

$38,000

$0

$0

13 months before
$0

14 months before
$0

37 months before
$0

93 months before
$0

Adj. Sale Price

$207,000

$578,000

$600,000

$350,000

Adj. Price/SF

$38.15

$27.81

$26.79

$52.71

10 Brook St.,
Barre City, VT

46 Barre St.,
Montpelier, VT

129 S. Main St.,
Hartford, VT

331 Main St.,
Bennington, VT

$3.75

$0.00

$0.00

($2.50)

0.16 acre (1.28 L:B), no
parking, no landscaping

0.46 acre (0.96 L:B),
limited parking (8-9±
spaces), limited
landscaping

0.45 acre (0.88 L:B), no
parking, average
landscaping

0.138 acre (0.91 L:B), no
parking, no landscaping

$4.00

$2.00

$4.00

$4.00

1 to 2 story, 4,626 SF
base area, 5,426 SF
gross floor area, partial
unfinished basement

2 to 3 stories, 9,018 SF
base area, 20,784 SF
gross floor area, partial
basement with partial
finish
$18.00

2 stories, 11,200 SF base
area, 22,400 SF gross
floor area, slab

1 to 2 stories, 5,240 SF
base area, 6,640 SF
gross floor area, full
basement with partial
finish
($2.75)

Market Conditions

Location

Lot Size & Desirability

Size of Improvement

15-Jan-16

55 Barre St.,
Montpelier, VT

0.30 acre (1.55 L:B),
limited parking (6-7±
spaces), limited
landscaping

1 to 2 story, 6,692 SF
base area 8,422 SF gross
floor area, full basement
with partial finish

($4.50)
Quality of Structure,
Age & Condition

Structurally average, 94
years, average condition

Structurally good to
average, 56 to 91 years,
good to average condition

Structurally average, 48
years, average condition

Structurally good to
average, 64 years,
average condition

$2.50

($3.50)

($5.00)

($5.00)

Oil-fired hot water heat

Oil-fired steam heat & oilfired hot water heat

Oil-fired hot water heat,
sprinklered

Oil-fired hot water heat,
partial air conditioning

$0.00

$0.00

($1.50)

($0.50)

None

Enclosed porch (150 SF)

None

None

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Ele., tele., munic. water &
munic. sewer

Ele., tele., munic. water &
munic. sewer

Ele., tele., munic. water &
munic. sewer

Ele., tele., munic. water &
munic. sewer

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Net Adjustments

$5.75

$16.50

$18.50

($6.75)

Indicated Value/SF

$43.90

$44.31

$45.29

$45.96

Indicated Value

$369,723

$373,178

$381,396

$387,082

Rounded To

$370,000

$375,000

$380,000

$385,000

Mechanical Equipment

Miscellaneous Features

Utilities

Structurally good to
average, 84 years,
average condition

$21.00

Oil-fired hot water heat

None

Ele., tele., munic. water &
munic. sewer
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PROPERTY RIGHTS
The valuation pertains to the subject’s fee simple estate and all four sales involved fee
transfers. No adjustments are necessary for property rights.
FINANCING
The subject is valued on a cash equivalent basis and all four sales were conveyed with
cash to seller. Adjustments are not warranted for this element of comparison.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
The premise of market value is based upon the consummation of a sale with typical
conditions of sale. Sales 1 and 13 each sold to the owner of an adjoining property; however, in
each instance, the grantee did not indicate a premium or discount due to the unique condition of
sale. These sales are not adjusted within the grid, but conditions of sale will be reconsidered once
more in weighting the sales for a final value conclusion. Sales 2 and 6 sold under normal conditions
and are not adjusted.
POST SALE IMPROVEMENTS
This element of comparison pertains to necessary improvements made following a
transaction that were anticipated at the time of sale and influenced the price paid. Examples include
immediate roof replacement or improvements necessary to comply with building codes. The
subject, and all four sales require various capital improvements in order to meet modern market
standards. The timing and actual necessity for various improvements varies among the properties,
and differences are reflected in pricing. In the grid, this element of comparison addresses only
major components at the very end of their useful lives. No post sale improvements were reported
for Sale 1 or Sale 13. The grantee of Sale 2 reported partial roof replacement at a cost of $38,000,
and this sale is adjusted upward based on the reported cost. Sale 6 was purchased for
redevelopment, and a number of replacements were made to facilitate transition in uses. These
improvements were a function of the buyer’s plan for the property, and do not necessitate
adjustment as post sale improvements. Therefore, no adjustment is made to Sale 6.
MARKET CONDITIONS
The sales selected for the valuation closed between 13 and 94 months prior to the effective
date. Two of the four sales are somewhat recent, while Sales 6 and 13 are older. While current
data is preferred, scarcity of sales activity necessitates the use of two older sales. Sufficient data
does not exist to provide evidence of a measurable change in values for properties similar to the
subject over this timeframe. For this reason, no adjustments are made for market conditions.
Rather, the timing of each sale will be revisited in weighting each sale for a final value conclusion.
LOCATION
The subject is located adjacent to a secondary street in close proximity to Montpelier’s
urban core. Sale 1 is located in a market with generally lower real estate values, and an upward
adjustment approximating 10% is applied to this sale. Sale 2 is located across the street from the
subject, and requires no adjustment for location. Sale 6 is located in a secondary urban setting in
a market that is comparable to the subject’s. This sale is not adjusted for location. Sale 13 is
located in a primary commercial setting in a slightly less desirable market. The net difference
results in a small negative adjustment for location.
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LOT SIZE & DESIRABILITY
This element of comparison addresses differences in the overall utility each site provides
the improved property, which includes land area, circulation, parking and open space. Since the
sales are analyzed on a price per square foot basis, a meaningful metric to study is the relationship
between land area and building size. The following table summarizes the land to building ratios for
the subject and sales, as well as parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross building area.

Lot Size
Building Size
L/B Ratio
Parking Spaces/1,000 SF
Comparison to Subject

Subject

Sale 1

Sale 2

Sale 6

Sale 13

0.30 A
8,422 SF
1.55
0.77

0.16 A
5,426 SF
1.28
0.00
Inferior

0.46 A
20,784 SF
0.96
0.41
Inferior

0.45 A
22,400 SF
0.88
0.00
Inferior

0.14 A
6,640 SF
0.91
0.00
Inferior

All four sales are adjusted upward due to inferiority to the subject. The magnitude of the
adjustment is less for Sale 2 due to the presence of parking.
SIZE OF IMPROVEMENT
Differences in size are somewhat inherent in the unit of comparison, price per square foot;
however, per square foot pricing can vary based on scale of improvement. To test a correlation to
size, adjustments are applied for all elements of comparison except for size, and a regression is
made based on the relationship between adjusted price per square foot for each sale and its
building size. The regression is shown below.

Adj. $/SF vs. Size
$60.00
$50.00
$40.00
$30.00
$20.00
$10.00
$0.00
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

The above regression suggests sensitivity to size in per square foot pricing among the four
sales, and each sale is adjusted loosely based on the regression. Sales 1 and 13 are smaller than
the subject, and are adjusted downward. Sales 2 and 6 are much larger, and are given rather large
upward adjustments.
QUALITY OF STRUCTURE, AGE & CONDITION
This element of comparison addresses differences in physical characteristics of each
primary building, with consideration to functionality, age, quality and condition. Like the subject,
Sale 1 is an older building with obsolescence. The building is of lesser quality and the sale is given
a small upward adjustment. Sale 2 varies for age and is superior to the subject for physical
condition, resulting in a negative adjustment. While of lesser quality, Sale 6 is superior to the
subject for functionality, as both levels have at-grade accessibility. This sale is given a negative
adjustment to recognize the difference. Sale 13 is similar to the subject for structural
characteristics, but superior for functionality, given accessibility. This sale is adjusted downward.
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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
The subject has an adequate heat plant with varying condition for distribution elements.
Sales 1 and 2 are reasonably similar for mechanical equipment, and are not adjusted. Sale 6 is
adjusted downward to recognize the presence of a sprinkler system. Sale 13 has partial air
conditioning, and is given a small negative adjustment.
MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES
Miscellaneous features do not provide a meaningful basis for adjustment between the
subject and sales.
UTILITIES
The subject and sales have similar utility services developed and adjustments are not
necessary.
CONCLUSION
The grid analysis produced initial indicated values that range from $370,000 to $385,000.
Each comparable studied within the grid analysis presents strengths and weaknesses. Sale 1 is
most recent and required a smaller gross adjustment than Sales 2 and 6 and the same gross
adjustment as Sale 13. This sale was acquired by an abutter for protection. Sale 2 is recent and
located across the street from the subject. The property shares physical similarities with the
subject, but the sale required a fairly large gross adjustment. Sale 6 required adjustment to a
similar extent as Sale 2, but is less recent and in a different market. Sale 13 is least recent, and
was acquired by an abutter for protection. This property is physically similar to the subject, but the
sale is dated with unique conditions of sale. All four sales are weighted to arrive at a final value
opinion, with emphasis placed on Sales 1 and 2. The final value conclusion per the sales
comparison approach, as of January 15, 2016, is $375,000.
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SALE NO. 1

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Church

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Redevelopment

LOCATION:

10 Brook Street, Barre City, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Jeffrey Kelly, Rodney Fowler and Wayne C. Holt, Successor
Trustees of the Church of God of Prophecy

GRANTEE:

Baron Properties, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

December 18, 2014

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Barre City

SALES PRICE:

$207,000

ZONING:

Commercial

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Bob Harrington, grantee

Book: 284

Page:

338

REMARKS:
This property was purchased by the owner of an abutting property. Mr. Harrington indicated that
he acquired the property for protection and does not have a specific use determined for the building.
Mr. Harrington did not indicate unique conditions of sale to result in a price premium. He does not
anticipate demolition due to historic significance of the building.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Urban immediately proximate to primary artery

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

0.16 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Consumed with improvements

PARKING:

Absent

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 366
File:
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SALE NO. 1
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Wood frame and brick masonry

BASE AREA:

4,626 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

5,426 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

5,426 square feet

FOUNDATION:

Partial unfinished basement

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

94 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired hot water heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

Recessed entry, columns

10 Brook Street
Barre City, Vermont
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SALE NO. 2

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Special purpose (religious and school)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Special purpose or redevelopment

LOCATION:

46 Barre Street, Montpelier, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Saint Augustine Parish Charitable Trust

GRANTEE:

The Center for the Arts and Learning, Inc.

DATE OF DEED:

November 11, 2014

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Montpelier

SALES PRICE:

$540,000

ZONING:

Central Business 2

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Irene Facciolo, grantee

Book: 663

Page:

667

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The property sold to an entity
that was formed by three tenants in the building at the time of sale. The grantee stated that the
price was negotiated based on appraisals and that the leased fee position in the property was
neutral. The rear section of the roof required immediate replacement at a reported cost of $38,000.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Urban, mixed use secondary street

SHAPE:

Rectangular

SIZE:

0.46 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level to slightly sloping

COVER:

Consumed with improvements

PARKING:

Limited to 8-9± spaces

LANDSCAPING:

Limited features

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 366
File:
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SALE NO. 2
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

2 to 3

CONSTRUCTION:

Brick masonry

BASE AREA:

9,018 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

20,784 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

20,784 square feet plus partial finish in basement

FOUNDATION:

Partial basement (6,270 square feet) with partial finish

UNITS:

Multiple

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Good to average

AGE:

56 to 91 years

CONDITION:

Good to average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired steam and hot water heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

Enclosed porch (150 square feet)

46 Barre Street
Montpelier, Vermont
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SALE NO. 3

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Industrial

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Low intense industrial or redevelopment

LOCATION:

132 Birge Street, Brattleboro, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Peter Root and Martha Root, Co-Executors of the Estate of
Alfred L. Root

GRANTEE:

Barbara George

DATE OF DEED:

January 28, 2014

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Brattleboro

SALES PRICE:

$225,000

ZONING:

Industrial/commercial

FINANCING:

Seller financing ($200,000)

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Barbara Root

Book: 418

Page:

557

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The grantee owns multiple
properties in the same neighborhood and acquired this property for assembly, historic rehabilitation
and to secure parking to support neighboring properties under her ownership. Seller financing was
not reported to influence the price paid.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Older industrial setting

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

1.1 acre with approximately 0.8± acre level and suitable for
development; otherwise restrictive topography

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level to steeply sloping

COVER:

Part wooded, otherwise consumed with paving and parking

PARKING:

Gravel surfaced with good capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 347
File:
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SALE NO. 3
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Wood frame and brick

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

5,947 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

None

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

108 years

CONDITION:

Fair

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Not functional

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

132 Birge Street
Brattleboro, Vermont
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SALE NO. 4

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Commercial/light industrial (printing and offices)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Commercial redevelopment

LOCATION:

540 North Main Street, Barre City, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Times Argus Association, LLC

GRANTEE:

Metro Development, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

August 20, 2013

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Barre City

SALES PRICE:

$575,000

ZONING:

Industrial/Commercial

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Thom Lauzon, grantee

Book: 277

Page:

312

REMARKS:
The grantee purchased the property for commercial redevelopment. This sale was reported to
have been an arms-length transaction. The property is within a floodplain and experienced
significant flood damage in 2011.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Mixed commercial, arterial

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

1.16 acres

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Consumed with building and parking

PARKING:

Paved with adequate capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Limited

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 419
File:
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SALE NO. 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Wood and metal frame

BASE AREA:

19,846 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

21,687 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

6,196 square feet finished plus 3,750 square feet partially
restored following flood

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1 at time of sale

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

100+ years with subsequent additions at unknown dates

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired hot water heat, suspended oil-fired space heat,
supplemental electric baseboard heat, part AC

MISCELLANEOUS:

Covered entry

540 North Main Street
Barre City, Vermont
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SALE NO. 5

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Special purpose (former fire station)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Redevelopment, mixed use

LOCATION:

147 Main Street, Windsor, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Mascoma Savings Bank, FSB

GRANTEE:

Windsor Fire House, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

February 21, 2013

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Windsor

SALES PRICE:

$288,300

ZONING:

Central Business

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Tom Haviland (grantee), Terry Martin (grantor), Cheryl Brush
(seller’s broker) and Duncan Harris (buyer’s broker)

Book: 180

Page:

94

REMARKS:
The property was foreclosed by the bank and offered to the market through a local broker. The
sale was negotiated in good faith, but the buyer and seller opined that the price may reflect a
discount due to unusual motivation on the seller’s part. One of the two brokers also suggested
seller motivation may have resulted in a lower price. The property was purchased for owner
occupancy for specialized school use with ancillary commercial space to be rented to unrelated
tenants. The property was approximately 10% occupied at the time of sale, but the leased fee
position was reported to be neutral. The grantee reported approximately $35,000 in post-sale
improvements to achieve compliance with fire and occupational codes. The building had a
relatively new roof and heating system at the time of sale. The building has two floors fully above
grade and two levels exposed at the rear. Three of the four stories are fully finished and are
included in the estimated gross floor area (14,400 SF) on the following page.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Village setting in rural market

SHAPE:

Rectangular

SIZE:

0.39 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level to banked

COVER:

Consumed with improvements

PARKING:

Limited to 10± spaces

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code:
File:
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SALE NO. 5
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

4 levels with 3 fully finished

CONSTRUCTION:

Brick masonry

BASE AREA:

4,800 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

14,400 square feet (excludes lowest level)

FINISHED AREA:

14,400 square feet

FOUNDATION:

Exposed unfinished basement (4,800 square feet)

UNITS:

Multiple

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Good to average

AGE:

84 years

CONDITION:

Good to average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired steam heat, partial A/C, sprinklered, four-stop
elevator

MISCELLANEOUS:

None

147 Main Street
Windsor, Vermont
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SALE NO. 6

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Former fraternal organization

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Commercial redevelopment

LOCATION:

129 South Main Street, Hartford, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Hartford Post #26, American Legion, Inc.

GRANTEE:

Number Four, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

December 13, 2012

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Hartford

SALES PRICE:

$600,000

ZONING:

Central Business

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Cheryl Brush, broker

Book: 483

Page:

320

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The property was purchased by
speculative investors for redevelopment. The buyers did not have a specific plan for the property
at the time of sale, and it is believed that the current plan is to develop a mix of office and residential
units. The building had a relatively new roof and functional sprinkler system; however, other
mechanical and electrical systems were original and would require replacement for redevelopment.
The interior was dated and all windows required replacement.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Commercial

SHAPE:

Rectangular

SIZE:

0.45 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Slightly sloping to steeply sloping

COVER:

Open

PARKING:

Absent, but municipal parking lot adjacent to property

LANDSCAPING:

Average

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 419
File: 1068
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SALE NO. 6
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

2

CONSTRUCTION:

Concrete block

BASE AREA:

11,200 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

22,400 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

Minimal finish with contributory value

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1 at time of sale

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

48 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Wet sprinkler system, oil-fired hot water heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

129 South Main Street
Hartford, Vermont
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SALE NO. 7

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Special purpose

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Commercial

LOCATION:

13 West Street, Rutland City, Vermont

GRANTOR:

State of Vermont (Board of Armory Commissioners)

GRANTEE:

Daniel J. Keith and Judith O. Keith

DATE OF DEED:

July 31, 2012

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Rutland City

SALES PRICE:

$205,250

ZONING:

Courthouse

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Daniel Keith, grantee and Tony Blake, broker

Book: 614

Page:

034

REMARKS:
As described previously, the subject sold through unique circumstances. The property was
marketed for six weeks and a buyer was selected through a bidding process. The eventual sale
considered both the price offered and the buyer’s plan for the property. The subject’s owner was
selected in part because the sale would result in new jobs for the local market. The broker reported
four to five bids. The sale represents a uniquely motivated seller with atypical conditions of sale.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Mixed use commercial

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

1.2 acres

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Open

PARKING:

Paved with limited capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Average

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 366/700
File: 979
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SALE NO. 7
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENT A
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Wood frame with brick masonry for two story section; clay tile
with metal roof structure for one story section

BASE AREA:

14,036 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

18,356 square feet

BASEMENT:

Full basement (14,036 square feet) with partial finish

FINISHED AREA:

Fully finished for above grade space

FOUNDATION:

Poured concrete

UNITS:

1 unit with potential to subdivide

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Good to average

AGE:

90 years

CONDITION:

Fair

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired hot water heat, partial A/C

MISCELLANEOUS:

Attached porch and shed

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENT B
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Concrete block

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

6,760 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

0 square feet

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Fair

AGE:

64 years

CONDITION:

Fair

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Suspended oil-fired space heat for 1,040 square feet
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SALE NO. 7

13 West Street
Rutland, Vermont
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SALE NO. 8

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Industrial

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Industrial

LOCATION:

157 Pioneer Center, Montpelier, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Garand S. L. and Co. Inc.

GRANTEE:

Ship Seven, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

January 17, 2012

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Montpelier

SALES PRICE:

$315,000

ZONING:

General Business (GB)

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Land records

Book: 623

Page:

155

REMARKS:
This sale is assumed to have been an arms-length transaction.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Small older industrial subdivision

SHAPE:

Slightly irregular

SIZE:

1.29 acres

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level to gently sloping

COVER:

Predominately open

PARKING:

Gravel surfaced with adequate capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 347
File:
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SALE NO. 8
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENT A
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Metal frame

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

16,449 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

Minimal

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

Ranges from 12 to 64 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired space heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENT B
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Wood frame

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

960 square feet above grade

FINISHED AREA:

960 square feet above grade plus 208 square feet in
basement)

FOUNDATION:

Poured concrete, full basement with partial finish

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

57 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired warm air heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A
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SALE NO. 8

157 Pioneer Drive
Montpelier, Vermont
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SALE NO. 9

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Post office (older, historic)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Office

LOCATION:

46 South Main Street, Hartford, Vermont

GRANTOR:

46 South Main Street, LLC

GRANTEE:

National Association of Comic Arts Educators, Inc.

DATE OF DEED:

December 19, 2011

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Hartford

SALES PRICE:

$500,000

ZONING:

Central Business District (CB)

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Land records

Book: 469

Page:

660

REMARKS:
Attempts to reach the parties involved in the transaction were unsuccessful. The sale is assumed
to have been an arm’s length transaction and the public record is assumed accurate.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Downtown

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

0.16 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Consumed with improvements

PARKING:

None on site, public parking nearby

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 332
File:
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SALE NO. 9
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Brick masonry

BASE AREA:

4,820 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

7,820 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

7,820 square feet

FOUNDATION:

Full unfinished basement

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Very good

AGE:

77 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired hot water heat, sprinklered

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

46 South Main Street
Hartford, Vermont
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SALE NO. 10

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Industrial

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Redevelopment

LOCATION:

230 South Main Street, Hartford, Vermont

GRANTOR:

R & K Snaith, LLC

GRANTEE:

Execusuite, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

February 2, 2011

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Hartford

SALES PRICE:

$340,000

ZONING:

Light Industrial

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Mike Davidson, grantee

Book: 460

Page:

671

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The property was a single-unit
industrial structure when acquired. Since purchasing, the grantee has partitioned the first floor into
two commercial units and developed apartments within the second floor. The description on the
following page reflects the building at the time of sale, but the photo is taken after redevelopment.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Mixed use with trend of redevelopment

SHAPE:

Slightly irregular

SIZE:

0.36 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Consumed with improvements

PARKING:

Limited to 10± spaces

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 347
File:
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SALE NO. 10
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Metal frame

BASE AREA:

7,380 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

11,070 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

None at time of sale

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

1 at time of sale

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

41 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

None at time of sale

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

230 South Main Street
Hartford, Vermont
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SALE NO. 11

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Commercial/light industrial (condominium)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Commercial/light industrial

LOCATION:

Units C and D, 1 Graves Street, Montpelier, Vermont

GRANTORS:

Sun Trust Bank, Patricia S. Curtis, George E. Curtis and
Carolyn A. Curtis

GRANTEE:

Associated General Contractors of Vermont, Inc.

DATE OF DEED:

February 17, 2011

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Montpelier

SALES PRICE:

$525,000

ZONING:

General Business

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Cathleen M. Voyer, grantee

Book: 605

Page:

28 & 35

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The property transacted in two
transfers, with Sun Trust Bank acting as trustee of Richard W. Curtis. The transfer from Sun Trust
Bank represented a 25% interest in the property and the deed of Patricia, George and Carolyn
Curtis conveyed a 75% interest. The property involved a commercial condominium with a 15,708
square foot building unit (Unit C) and exclusive ownership of a 0.38 acre parcel (Unit D). The
property was acquired for partial owner occupancy with a small amount of the space rented to a
third party.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Commercial

SHAPE:

Irregular with two separate parcels

SIZE:

Shared interest in 9.04 acres; 6 acres of which are noncontiguous with the developed parcel and situated within the
floodplain

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level for developed portion

COVER:

Open

PARKING:

Gravel surfaced with adequate capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Limited

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 347, 397 & 399
File: 867
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SALE NO. 11
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Concrete block and metal frame

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

15,708 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

3,572 square feet (22.7%)

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

3 commercial units

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

30+ years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Gas-fired hot water heat, suspended space heaters,
sprinklered

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

1 Graves Street, Units C & D
Montpelier, Vermont
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SALE NO. 12

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Industrial

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Industrial

LOCATION:

59 Pioneer Center, Montpelier, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Edward Walbridge

GRANTEE:

Robert Rochefort

DATE OF DEED:

January 7, 2011

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Montpelier

SALES PRICE:

$300,000

ZONING:

General Business (GB)

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Land records

Book: 602

Page:

253

REMARKS:
This sale is assumed to have been an arms-length transaction.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Small older industrial subdivision

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

1.10 acres

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Predominately open

PARKING:

Gravel with adequate capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 347
File:
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SALE NO. 12
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1

CONSTRUCTION:

Metal frame

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

9,952 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

Minimal

FOUNDATION:

Slab

UNITS:

4

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Average

AGE:

63 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Gas-fired warm air heat

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

59 Pioneer Center
Montpelier, Vermont
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SALE NO. 13

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Fraternal/lodge

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Commercial (redevelopment likely)

LOCATION:

331 Main Street, Bennington, Vermont

GRANTOR:

Bennington K of C Home Association, Inc.

GRANTEE:

Norman H. Greenberg and Selma B. Greenberg

DATE OF DEED:

April 15, 2008

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Bennington

SALES PRICE:

$350,000

ZONING:

Central Business

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Grantee’s representative

Book: 453

Page:

138

REMARKS:
This sale was reported to have been an arms-length transaction. The property was purchased by
the owner of adjoining properties on the east and west. In years shortly following the sale, the
property had been used marginally for seasonal retail sales and storage purposes. Currently, the
building is occupied for use as a performing arts theater.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Downtown district

SHAPE:

Irregular

SIZE:

0.138 acre

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level

COVER:

Predominately consumed by the building improvement

PARKING:

Absent, street parking proximate

LANDSCAPING:

Absent

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 932,
File:
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SALE NO. 13
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

1 to 2

CONSTRUCTION:

Concrete block and brick

BASE AREA:

5,240 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

6,640 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

6,640 square feet above grade plus

FOUNDATION:

Full basement with partial finish

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Good to average

AGE:

64 years

CONDITION:

Average

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Oil-fired hot water heat, partial air conditioning

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

331 Main Street
Bennington, Vermont
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SALE NO. 14

TYPE OF PROPERTY:

Special purpose property (former firehouse)

HIGHEST & BEST USE:

Redevelopment

LOCATION:

8 South Main Street, Barre City, Vermont

GRANTOR:

City of Barre

GRANTEE:

Firehouse at Barre, LLC

DATE OF DEED:

March 14, 2007

MUNICIPALITY RECORDED:

Barre City

SALES PRICE:

$150,000

ZONING:

Central Business District

FINANCING:

Cash to seller

PRICE CONFIRMED WITH:

Valerie Beudet

Book: 237

Page:

969

REMARKS:
This sale occurred under unique circumstances. The city offered the property to the market through
an open request for proposals to redevelop the property for commercial use. The city then reviewed
all bids and made a selection based upon pricing and the redevelopment plan of the buyer. The
building was in need of a number of upgrades to function for an alternative use. The grantee
reported approximately $240,000 ($33.39/SF) in capital improvements immediately following the
sale, including electrical upgrades, plumbing and heating work, roof replacement, brick repointing,
paint and renovation of interior finishes and fixtures.

SITE DESCRIPTION
NEIGHBORHOOD:

Downtown core, primary artery

SHAPE:

0.53 acre

SIZE:

Irregular

TOPOGRAPHY:

Level to slightly sloping

COVER:

Predominately consumed with parking and building

PARKING:

Paved with good capacity

LANDSCAPING:

Minimal

UTILITIES:

Electricity, telephone, municipal water and municipal sewer

Code: 419
File:
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SALE NO. 14
DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS
NO. OF STORIES:

2

CONSTRUCTION:

Brick masonry

BASE AREA:

3,889 square feet

GROSS FLOOR AREA:

7,188 square feet

FINISHED AREA:

7,188 square feet

FOUNDATION:

Full unfinished basement

UNITS:

1

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY:

Good to average

AGE:

103 years

CONDITION:

Average, but in need of renovation

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT:

Heating system in need of replacement

MISCELLANEOUS:

N/A

8 South Main Street
Barre City, Vermont
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RECONCILIATION
The cost approach and the income capitalization approach were not used in this report for
reasons previously stated. The sales comparison approach is the most applicable approach to
value and was relied upon for the valuation analysis.
After considering all of the available data and indications of value contained within this
report, the appraiser is of the opinion that the current market value for the subject property, as of
January 15, 2016, is:
THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($375,000)
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MARKETING TIME AND EXPOSURE TIME
Exposure time is defined in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP) as the “estimated length of time that the property interest being appraised would have
been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the
effective date of the appraisal.” USPAP further describes exposure time as “a retrospective opinion
based on an analysis of past events assuming a competitive and open market.” USPAP requires
that the appraiser develop an opinion of exposure time when it is a component of the value opinion
being developed, and that the concluded opinion of exposure time be stated in the report.
The appraiser’s estimate of exposure time is based on an understanding of the supply and
demand dynamics within the subject’s market, and the marketability of the property type being
appraised. Further, analysis of market exposure for like and similar properties provides a basis for
estimating exposure time. The exposure time estimate is based on current market conditions and
the assumption that adequate, sufficient and reasonable effort has been made to market the
property.
In the case of the subject, the property is rather unique in its market. The subject is located
within close proximity to Montpelier’s urban core, along a secondary city street. The physical
improvements are unique given the scale and layout of the building, access and parking. Properties
similar to the subject are rarely offered to the market and sale data is scarce. The subject’s unique
characteristics likely narrow the pool of potential buyers and eventual uses of the property. Healthy
demand for real estate and economic conditions in the subject’s market benefit the marketability of
the subject. After considering all relevant sources of information, the appraiser’s opinion of a
reasonable exposure time based on the value opinion presented herein is one to two years.
While not required for USPAP compliance, some appraisal assignment conditions require
the appraiser to report an opinion of marketing time when developing and reporting an opinion of
market value and an estimate of marketing time is presented within this report. Marketing time is
described in Advisory Opinion 7 (AO-7) as “an opinion of the amount of time it might take to sell a
real or personal property interest at the concluded market value level during the period immediately
after the effective date of the appraisal.”
Estimates of marketing time and exposure time are often based on similar data and
analysis; however, the two concepts differ in that marketing time is always presumed to follow the
effective date of the appraisal. Various factors can impact marketing time, including pricing,
marketing effort, market conditions and the cost and availability of funds. The marketing time
estimate is not intended to be a prediction of a date of sale, but rather a reasonable expectation
based on available information. Depending on the variables that influence marketing time, the
length of time can be less than, greater than, or the same as an opinion of exposure time.
For the purpose of this analysis, marketing time is estimated based on the market value
opinion presented herein and with the assumption of reasonable marketing effort. No major
changes in market conditions are anticipated based on available information as of the writing of
this report. A reasonable estimate of marketing time is one to two years based on the same
reasoning for exposure time.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF THE APPRAISER
John B. Minor
I.

II.

Education:

Year

Bachelor of Arts, Human & Organizational Development,
Business Administration Minor, Vanderbilt University

2000

Master of Business Administration,
University of Vermont

2009

License:
Licensed as Certified General Real Estate Appraiser, #080.0046257, State of
Vermont, 6/1/14 – 5/31/16

III.

Technical Training:
Courses

Sponsoring Institution

Basic Appraisal Principles

Appraisal Institute

2006

Basic Appraisal Procedures

Appraisal Institute

2006

Course 410 - 15 Hour National
USPAP Equivalent Course

Appraisal Institute

2006

Real Estate Statistics & Finance

Appraisal Institute

2007

General Appraiser Sales
Comparison Approach

Appraisal Institute

2007

General Appraiser Income
Capitalization Approach 1

Appraisal Institute

2008

General Appraiser Income
Capitalization Approach 2

Appraisal Institute

2008

General Appraiser Market
Analysis & Highest & Best Use

Appraisal Institute

2008

General Appraiser Report
Writing & Case Studies

Appraisal Institute

2008

General Appraiser Site
Valuation & Cost Approach

Appraisal Institute

2008

Advanced Income Capitalization

Appraisal Institute

2009

Course 420 - Business
Practices & Ethics

Appraisal Institute

2009
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IV.

Advanced Sales Comparison
& Cost Approaches

Appraisal Institute

2011

Fundamentals of Separating
Real Property, Personal Property
And Intangible Business Assets

Appraisal Institute

2013

Advanced Concepts and Case
Studies

Appraisal Institute

2014

Experience and Current Status:
Oct. 2013 – Present

Independent Fee Appraiser
O’Grady & Minor Appraisal Services, Inc.

Mar. 2009 – Oct. 2013

Independent Fee Appraiser
Keller & Associates, Inc.

Dec. 2006 – Mar. 2009

Real Estate Appraiser Trainee
Keller & Associates, Inc.

Mar. 2006 – Dec. 2006

Real Estate Appraiser Apprentice & Trainee
Keller O'Brien & Kaffenberger, Inc.
Real Estate Analysts & Appraisers
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PART 2. ZONING DISTRICTS & STANDARDS
Chapter 210. Base Zoning Districts & Neighborhoods

Section 2103. Urban Center (UC) District & Neighborhoods
2103.A Purpose.",((.,#-.,#.()'*---."#.3;-"#-.),#)1(.)1(6."*#.)&
)'*&2($(.'#2:/-(#!"),"))-(),,#),-9"&(#(."#-#-.,#.#-
-,03#.31.,(-1,6!,#-.,.(.1),%(*/&#.,(-#.9"*/,*)-) 
."#-#-.,#.#-.)'#(.#()'*.(1&%&/,((.,3*,-,0#(!"#-.),#
",.,(()/,!#(!)'*.#&#( #&&0&)*'(.*
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Neighborhood Character.",((.,#-.,#.#(&/-." )&&)1#(!(#!"),"))-8
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PART 2. ZONING DISTRICTS & STANDARDS
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2103.C Use Standards.#!/,F:DE&#-.-."/--.".,*,'#..),)(#.#)(&#(.",((.,

#-.,#.(8
(1)

"/-#- #(#("*.,IFD9

(2)

,#0:.",)/!" #&#.#-,*,)"##.2*.--*# #&&3/."),#4#(#!/,F:DE9

2103.D Dimensional Standards.#!/,F:DF-.&#-"-."#'(-#)(&-.(,- ),0&)*'(.#(

.",((.,#-.,#.9
2103.E

Streetscape Standards.)*,)').1&%&/,((.,#(."#-#-.,#.6&(0&)*'(.

,+/#,#(!'$),-#.*&(**,)0&'/-.)'').*-.,#(-(#3&#-.-- )&&)1-8

2103.F

(1)

#1&%-'/-.*,)0##(),(1#.".#)(GDDK),/-.#)(GIDI9-
**&#&9

(2)

.,..,-'/-.*,)0##(),(1#."/-.#)(GFDF99

Architectural Standards." )&&)1#(!-.(,-**&3.)&&&(0&)*'(.,+/#,#(!'$),
-#.*&(**,)0&62*..".1#."#(." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.."
0&)*'(.0#1),'31#0),')# 3."--.(,--,)''(3."
-#!(0#1)''#..8
(1)

/#&#(!-1#."G),'),-.),#-'/-.#(),*),.-6'#&(*--,#
&)18
(a)

"-'/-.#(&/((.,3131#.".,(-*,(.1#()1-(')&#(!),
,0&*&.1(." #,-.(-)(-.),3),)0,."-)(-.),361"#"
'/-..&-.F#("-*(H#("-"#!"9

(b)

"'#&'3#(&/1#()1-(>),&)(#-9

(c)

"*'/-.#(&/.", ,)'.".)* &)),.).",)) ) ."/#&#(!6(
'/-.#(&/),(#),,)) )0,"(!9

(2)

&)),&0&-61#()1-#&&-6')&#(!-(),(#-'/-.&#!(1#.".")-) $(.
/#&#(!-.)."'2#'/'2.(. -#&9

(3)

/#&#(! -'/-.)'*)-) ')/&-),3-.".8

(4)

(a)

(),*),.0#-#&"(!-#(." &0.#)(.",)/!"."/-) 1&&*&(
*,)$.#)(-),,---6*#,-6)&/'(-6)&)((-6,-),-#'#&,
,"#../,& ./,-.".,.#-.#(. &0.#)(9

(b)

./,,!/&,*..,() 1#()1-((.,313--).".."&(!.") -)&#),
&(%1&&-1#&&().2FD .9

(c)

#&&().2HL .#(1#."((0,!) GF .#(1#." ),-#(!&6
)(.#(/)/- 9

/#&#(! -'/-.#(),*),..&-.)(*,#(#*&(.,(- )&&)1-8
(a)

/#&#(! -2#(!JD .#(1#."'/-.*,)0#'/&.#*&!,)/(:&0&
(.,(-9

(b)

"#-.(.1(!,)/(:&0&(.,(-&)(!-#(!&6)(.#(/)/- 
'/-.().2LD .9
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(5)

(6)

(7)

-.,#(--'/-.*,)0# ,)'."*/&#-#1&%),-.,..)."-.,.:
#(!*,#(#*&(.,(@-A- )&&)1-8
(a)

"-.,.: #(!*,#(#*&(.,(@-A(!,)/( &)),&0&'/-.&#!(1#."."
-#1&%&0.#)(.)."'2#'/'2.(. -#&9

(b)

#."#(.")1(.)1(/-#(--#!"),"))6)),-)*(#(!.)."-#1&%
'/-.,--#(.)." ) ."/#&#(!,.#(!((.,3131#."().&--
."(EI-+/, .)  &)),-*),'/-.)0,3(1(#(!6!&&,3),
,9

(c)

#."#(.")1(.)1(/-#(--#!"),"))6(.,3)),-'/-.().)*()/.#(.)
."-#1&%#('((,.".1)/&,-.,#.."-#1&%1#.".)&--."(H .9

(d)

#."#(.")1(.)1(/-#(--#!"),"))6(3(1/#&#(!-#!(.)
")/--.,.:&0&,.#&/--'/-."0(#(#0#/&(.,((#,.--.)
."-#1&% ),"-.,.:&0&,.#&-*1#."-#1&% ,)(.!9

"!,)/( &)),) /#&#(! -'/-.-#!(.)()/,!()'*&'(.
*-.,#(:),#(..#0#.3- )&&)1-8
(a)

/#&#(! -'/-. ./,!,)/(:&0&1#()1-),)),-,,(!-).".
#(.,#),-*-,0#-#& ,)'(>),--#&.)."-.,.)(.&-.HDP) 
." &(!."9

(b)

#."#(.")1(.)1(/-#(--#!"),"))6.&-.JDP) .".).&-/, 
,) ." ,)(.!,)/( &)),&0.#)(/*.)"#!".) ED .'/-.*/&#
(.,(-(.,(-*,(.1#()1-@#(&/#(!,.#&#-*&31#()1-A9

(c)

#."#(.")1(.)1(/-#(--#!"),"))6!,)/( &)),,-#(.#&/(#.-,
*,)"##.&)(!."-.,. ,)(.!9

"(#&+/#*'(.6&.,#&'.,(-,0#)'*)((.-6(-#'#&,/.#&#.3
0#-1".",.!,)/(&0&),')/(.)(."/#&#(!'/-.-,( ,)'
0#1.."-.,.1#."'.,#&-.".,)'*.#&1#."."/#&#(!;-*,)'#((.
2.,#),'.,#&-9

2103.G Parking Standards.--*# ##(.#)(GDDK6.",,()'#(#'/'*,%#(!,+/#,'(.-

1#."#(.",((.,#-.,#.6/.." )&&)1#(!-.(,-**&3.)) :-.,.*,%#(!
1#."#(."#-#-.,#.8
(1)

)#.#)(&) :-.,.-/, *,%#(!'3)(-.,/..1(."-.,.(."
,)(.&#() ."*,#(#*&/#&#(!)(."&).@."#-)-().**&3.)&).-1",*,%#(!
#-."*,#(#*&/-A9

(2)

(0&)*'(.,+/#,#(!'$),-#.*&(**,)0&'/-.,')0(3*,:2#-.#(!
) :-.,.-/, *,%#(!&)..1(."-.,.(." ,)(.&#() ."*,#(#*&
/#&#(!)(."&)..)."'2#'/'2.(. -#&!#0(-#.:-*# #)(#.#)(-9

(3)

 :-.,.*,%#(!&).1#."#(." )).*,#(.) *,#(#*&/#&#(!1#&&().
#(&/#(."&/&.#)()  &)),,,.#)9

(4)

&)1:!,*,%#(!&0&-1#&&().)/(.--.),3 ),."*/,*)-) '-/,#(!
/#&#(!"#!".9
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Figure 2-01. Urban Center Allowed Uses
RESIDENTIAL &
LODGING

COMMERCIAL &
INDUSTRIAL

PUBLIC ASSEMBLY, CIVIC &
INSTITUTIONAL

MINING, AGRICULTURE &
FORESTRY

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Single-family dwelling, attached
or detached
Accessory dwelling

Shop or store
Bank, no drive-through

Performance theater
Movie theater

Greenhouse or nursery
Agriculture and forestry

Professional services
Veterinary services

Amphitheater
Indoor games facility

Quadraplex
Multi-family dwelling

Administrative and business
services
Services to buildings

Exhibition, convention or
conference structure
Religious facility

Other residential structure
Retirement housing

Food services
Bar or drinking place

Congregate living
Assisted living facility

Food services contractor
Personal services

Government facility, office or
courthouse
Other community structure

Skilled-nursing facility
Bed and breakfast or inn

Pet and animal sales or services
Laboratory

Rooming and boarding house

Media broadcast facility or studio

Hotel or motel

Computer data center

Duplex
Triplex

Miscellaneous manufacturing,
fully enclosed 10,000 sf max
Publishing

Fitness, recreational sports, gym
or athletic club
Nature or recreational park
Medical clinic
Grade school
College or university
Trade or specialty school
Library

Information services and data
processing industries

Museum, exhibition hall or
pavilion
Art gallery

Conditional

Public safety facility
Funeral home or cremation facility

Malls, shopping centers or
collection of shops
Bank, with drive-through
Rental and leasing

Social assistance, welfare and
charitable services
Child daycare

Construction-related business,
fully enclosed 10,000 sf max

Services for the elderly & disabled
Surface parking

Light industrial, fully enclosed
10,000 sf max
Warehouse or storage, fully
enclosed 10,000 sf max
Wholesale trade establishment

Parking structure
Bus stop shelter
Rail transportation facility
Road passenger and transit
services
Utility structures
Communications antenna
Conditional
Sports arena
Hospital
Cemetery
Water supply related facility
Sewer related facility
Communication towers
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Figure 2-02. Urban Center Dimensional Standards
LOTS

SETBACKS & YARDS

Lot size: 3,000 sf min

Front: 20 ft max

Frontage: 30 ft min

Water: 10 ft min

DENSITY
Floor Area Ratio: 4.0 max

BUILDINGS
Frontage build-out: 70% min
Height: 2 stories min, 60 ft max
5th & 6th Story Setback: 16 ft min
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$(&4420 *& -#""'(&('

I

The purpose of this chapter is to establish overlay zoning districts that supplement or supersede the standards of the
underlying zoning district in order to address special conditions or resources that require additional or modified regulations.

Section 2201. Historic Design Review Overlay District
2201.A Boundary." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.#(&/-&&*,)*,.#-1#."#(."
"#-.),##-.,#.@-A#()(.*&#,-&#-.#(.".#)(&!#-.,)  #-.),#&-6/.().
#(&/#(!(3*,)*,.#-1#."#(."*#.)&)'*&29
2201.B

Purpose."*/,*)-) ." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.#-.)*,)..."#.3;-

"#-.),#",.,3,!/&.#(!2.,#),')# #.#)(-.))(.,#/.#(!"#-.),#-.,/./,-
(3,+/#,#(!(1-.,/./,-1#."#(&#-."#-.),##-.,#.-.))'*.#&1#."(
,-*)(.)."#,-..#(!()(.2.#(),(1#."."*,#(#*&--/'',#4&)18
(1)

/#&#(!--")/& /(.#)(.)'..)3;-(-$/-.-."3'.,.#((-.."
.#'."31,/#&.9""(!-,+/#,.)'.(1'(--")/&
)'*,)'#-.1(."2#-.#(!#(.!,#.3) ."-.,/./,((1 /(.#)(-9))
*,-,0.#)(-%-).") ."-!)&-9

(2)

0,3..'*.-")/&'.)*,-,0-'/") "#-.),#/#&#(!;-),#!#(&
-#!(6,"#../,&.#&-(/#&#(!'.,#&--#-,-)(&3*)--#&9"(#.#-
(--,3.)#(.,)/'),(&'(.-.)"#-.),#/#&#(!2.,#),60,3 -#&
 ),.-")/&'.)'#(.#(."/#&#(!;-)0,&&,"#../,&",.,9

(3)

1)(-.,/.#)(-")/&*,)/.) #.-)1(.#'(().)*3) ()&,
,"#../,&-.3&1#."--)#..#&-()&)(!,*,.#&9"/(#.3) (2#-.#(!
-.,.),&)%-")/&'$),)(-#,.#)(#(."-#!() (3(1)(-.,/.#)(9
.",."()*3#(!*,.#/&,-.3&6."(1/#&#(!-")/&,&.#('.,#&-6
)&),-6 ),'6'--#(!6*,)*),.#)((,"3."') )'')(&'(.-.).")-*,-(.)(
."-.,.),&)%9

2201.C Applicability.&&&(0&)*'(.1#."#(." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.1#&&

,+/#,,0#13."-#!(0#1)''#..#(),(1#.".#)(HGDE62*.
),." )&&)1#(!8
(1)
(2)

/#0#-#)() &(9
(.,#),&.,.#)(),"(!#(/-.".1#&&().,-/&.#((32.,#),')# #.#)(-9

(3)

),'&,*#,('#(.((1#."'.,#&-) #(.#&)'*)-#.#)(6.3*(
**,(@#(&/-(3,*#(.#(!) *,0#)/-&3*#(.-/, -6#,,-*.#0) 
)&),6/.)-().#(&/*#(.#(!) 2#-.#(!6/(*#(.-/, -A9

(4)

2.,#),')# #.#)(-.)()()(.,#/.#(!-.,/./,9

(5)

')&#.#)() ()()(.,#/.#(!-.,/./,9

(6)

)(-.,/.#)(),*&'(.) (--),3-.,/./,(#&&,3.),-#(.#&/-.".8
(a)
(b)

-&--."(EDD-+/, .#( &)),,7
-&--."(ED .#("#!".# #."-(),)) ), &.,)) 6),&--."(EF .#(
"#!".# #."-*#.",)) @"#!".1#&&'-/, ,)'."!,)/(.).".)*
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) ."-.,/./,A7(
(c)

-&)..)."-#),,,) ."--)#.*,#(#*&/#&#(!9

(7)

",')0&) -#!(*,)0#.".()0#() ."-#!(;-#(-.&&.#)(,'#(-9

(8)

",*&'(.) -#!(*,)0#.".."*,)*)--#!(8

(9)

(a)

.-.",+/#,'(.-) .#)(GDDM7

(b)

-()&,!,."(."*,0#)/-&3**,)0-#!(),#-&).(.#,&31#."#(."
/#&#(!;--#!((7(

(c)

)-().,+/#,(3(1",1,.)#(-.&&#(.),#%),'-)(,3/#&#(!
&'(.-9

)(:-/-.(.#&&.,.#)(--.,'#(#(1,#.#(!3."'#(#-.,.#0 #,9

2201.D Consultation During Project Planning.1(,-) "#-.),#/#&#(!-,-.,)(!&3()/,!.)

'.#( ),'&&31#."."-#!(0#1)''#..1"(*&((#(!-#!(# #(./#&#(!
,*#,6'#(.((6,()0.#)(),2*(-#)(- ),--#-.(1#."#'*&'(.#(!
**,)*,#.*,-,0.#)(6,"#&#..#)(6,-.),.#)(),,)(-.,/.#)(*,.#-9
2201.E

Use Standards."/--.(,-1#."#(." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.1#&&

--*# ##(."-4)(#(!#-.,#.9
2201.F

Dimensional Standards."#'(-#)(&-.(,-1#."#(." #-.),#-#!(0#10,&3
#-.,#.1#&&--*# ##(."-4)(#(!#-.,#.9

2201.G General Standards.**&#(.-'/-.')(-.,..".*,)*)-0&)*'(.1#."#(."

#-.),#-#!(0#10,&3#-.,#.)( ),'-.)." )&&)1#(!,.,3) ." (.,#),;-
% #$!#%%! -#(.,*,.3."-#!(0#1)''#..#(),(
1#."."-*# #-.(,-) ."#--.#)(9
(1)

*,)*,.3'/-./--#.1-"#-.),#&&3),!#0((1/-.".,+/#,-
'#(#'&"(!.)#.-#-.#(.#0'.,#&-6 ./,-6-*-(-*.#&,&.#)(-"#*-9

(2)

""#-.),#",.,) *,)*,.3'/-.,.#((*,-,09",')0&) 
#-.#(.#0'.,#&-),&.,.#)()  ./,-6-*-(-*.#&,&.#)(-"#*-.".
",.,#4*,)*,.3'/-.0)#9

(3)

"*,)*,.31#&&,)!(#4-*"3-#&,),) #.-.#'6*&(/-9
"(!-.".,. &--(-) "#-.),#&0&)*'(.6-/"-#(!)($./,&
./,-),&'(.- ,)').","#-.),#*,)*,.#-6'/-.()./(,.%(9

(4)

"(!-.)*,)*,.3."."0+/#,"#-.),#-#!(# #(#(."#,)1(,#!".1#&&
,.#((*,-,09

(5)

#-.#(.#0'.,#&-6 ./,-6 #(#-"-6()(-.,/.#)(."(#+/-),2'*&-) 
, .-'(-"#*.".",.,#4*,)*,.3'/-.*,-,09

(6)

.,#),."#-.),# ./,-'/-.,*#,,.",."(,*&9",."
-0,#.3) .,#),.#)(,+/#,-,*&'(.) #-.#(.#0 ./,6."(1 ./,
'/-.'.".")&#(-#!(6)&),6.2./,(61",*)--#&6'.,#&-9
*&'(.) '#--#(! ./,-'/-.-/-.(.#.3)/'(.,3(*"3-#&
0#(9
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(7)

"'#&),*"3-#&.,.'(.-6# **,)*,#.6'/-./(,.%(/-#(!."!(.&-.
'(-*)--#&9,.'(.-."./-'!.)"#-.),#'.,#&-'/-.()./-9

(8)

,")&)!#&,-)/,-'/-.*,)..(*,-,0#(*&9 -/",-)/,-
'/-.#-./,6'#.#!.#)('-/,-'/-./(,.%(9

(9)

1#.#)(-62.,#),&.,.#)(-),,&.(1)(-.,/.#)('/-.().-.,)3
"#-.),#'.,#&-6 ./,-6(-*.#&,&.#)(-"#*-.".",.,#4."*,)*,.39
"(11),%'/-.# ,(.#. ,)'.")&('/-.)'*.#&1#."."
"#-.),#'.,#&-6 ./,-6-#46-&(*,)*),.#)(6('--#(!.)*,)..."
#(.!,#.3) ."*,)*,.3(#.-(0#,)('(.9

(10) 1#.#)(-($(.),,&.(1)(-.,/.#)('/-./(,.%(#(-/"

'((,.".6# ,')0#(." /./,6."--(.#& ),'(#(.!,#.3) .""#-.),#
*,)*,.3(#.-(0#,)('(.1)/&/(#'*#,9
2201.H Specific Standards for Contributing Historic Structures."(,0#1#(!**&#.#)(- ),,.#(

2.,#),')# #.#)(-.))(.,#/.#(!"#-.),#-.,/./,-6."-#!(0#1)''#..
'/-.#(.,*,.(**&3.",.,3) ." (.,#),;-% #$!#%%! #(
),(1#."."-*# #-.(,-&)19
(1)

Replacing Historic Windows or Doors.**&#(.-'3,*&"#-.),#1#()1-),)),-
@),#!#(&.)."/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) -#!(# #(6.3*#&&3().
#(&/#(!FD."(./,3,*&'(.-) )&,1#()1-),)),-A1#."(#(:%#(
,*&'(..".'/-.8
(a)
(b)
(c)

(2)

0."-'#'(-#)(--.""#-.),#1#()1),)),7
0--(.#&&3."-'--"(*()( #!/,.#)(-.""#-.),#1#()1),
)),61",**&#&7
0--(.#&&3."-'-#!(.#&--.""#-.),#1#()1),)),7

(d)

)(-.,/.) ."-'),)'*,&@#(.,'-) /,#&#.3(
**,(A'.,#&-.""#-.),#1#()1),)),@ ),2'*&6."#-'3&&)1
0#(3&&1#()1-# ."3('.).",**&#&,#.,#A7

(e)

0--(.#&&3."-'),-#'#&,!&--:.): ,',.#)-.""#-.),#1#()1),
)),61",**&#&7

(f)

0--(.#&&3."-'),-#'#&,,0&-.""#-.),#1#()1),)),7(

(g)

(),*),.#.",(#(.!,&'/(.#(),2.,#),'/(.#(!,#-.".,*&#.-."
"#-.),#1#()1),)),-&)-&3-*)--#&61",**&#&9

Replacing Non-Historic Windows or Doors. **&#(.-,*,)*)-#(!.),*&1#()1-),

)),-.".,().),#!#(&.)."/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) 
-#!(# #(6,-)(& ),.-'/-.'.),*#,(3&)--) "#-.),#",.,
,-/&.#(! ,)'(,&#,#(**,)*,#.')# #.#)() ."/#&#(!-/"-8
(a)

-#4) "#-.),#1#()1),)),)*(#(!-1-"(!6-&.#(!,*&'(.
.".'."-.""#-.),##'(-#)(-,.",."(."'),,(.#'(-#)(-9

(b)

."-.,/./,,.#(--)') #.-"#-.),#1#()1-()),-6-&.#(!
,*&'(..".'."#(!."--"(*()( #!/,.#)((-#!(.#&-) 
.",'#(#(!"#-.),#1#()1-),)),-,.",."(."'),,(.1#()1-),
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)),-9
(3)

Installing Storm Windows or Doors.**&#(.-'3#(-.&&#(.,#),),2.,#),-.),'

1#()1-),)),-)0,"#-.),#1#()1-),)),-#(),(1#."." )&&)1#(!8

(4)

(a)

(.,#),-.),'-'/-.-#!(6#(-.&&('#(.#(.)*,0(.."/#&:
/*) )((-.#)(.".('!"#-.),#1#()1-),)),-9

(b)

2.,#),-.),'-'/-.-#!((#(-.&&.))-/,.""#-.),#1#()1),
)),.)."&-.!,*)--#&3/-#(!&,!&--6,*&#.#(!." ,'1#."6
'."#(!."--"&).#)(61",**&#&6('."#(!),)),#(.#(!."
)&),) .""#-.),#1#()1),)),@ ),2'*&6."#-1)/&().&&)1-.),'
1#()1-1#."'#&&&/'#(/' #(#-"A9

Replacing Historic Roofing Materials9**&#(.-'3,*&"#-.),#,)) #(!'.,#&-

@),#!#(&.)."/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) -#!(# #(6.3*#&&3().
#(&/#(!FD."(./,3,*&'(.-) )&,'.,#&-A1#."(#(:%#(,*&'(.
.".'/-.8

(5)

(a)

)(-.,/.) ."-''.,#&6)'*,&'.,#&@#(.,'-) /,#&#.3
(**,(A6),'.,#&."..,#.#)(&&3"-(/-)(/#&#(!-) ."
-'.3*#()(.*&#,@ ),2'*&6."#-1)/&&&)1-.(#(!-''.&
,)) #(!A7(

(b)

*&#..")&),(*..,(#(!) .""#-.),#'.,#&-# ."3)(.,#/.
-#!(# #(.&3.).""#-.),#",.,) ."/#&#(!9

Replacing Non-Historic Roofing Materials. **&#(.-,*,)*)-#(!.),*&,)) #(!

'.,#&-.".,().),#!#(&.)."/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) 
-#!(# #(6."3'3"))-8

(6)

(a)

"-''.,#&-2#-.-)(.",)) ..".#') ."**&#.#)(),
)'*,&'.,#&@#(.,'-) /,#&#.3(**,(A9

(b)

,)) #(!'.,#&."..,#.#)(&&31)/&"0(/-)(/#&#(!-) ."
-'.3*#()(.*&#,9

Replacing Historic Siding.**&#(.-'3,*&"#-.),#-##(!'.,#&-@),#!#(&.)."
/#&#(!),.#(!.)."#-.,#.;-*,#)) -#!(# #(6.3*#&&3().#(&/#(!FD."
(./,3,:-##(!A1#."(#(:%#(,*&'(..".'/-.8
(a)

(b)

)(-.,/.) ."-''.,#&),'.,#&.".&)-&3,*&#.-."
**,() .""#-.),#-##(!(#-) )'*,&/,#&#.3@ ),2'*&6."#-
1)/&().&&)1'.&),0#(3&-##(!6/.'3&&)1)(.'*),,3'.,#&-&#%
#,'(.&*),-.".('..",#.,#&)1A7
0."--(.#&&3."-'-#!(.#&--.""#-.),#-##(!'.,#&7

(c)

0."--(.#&&3."-'#'(-#)(-(,0&-.""#-.),#-##(!
'.,#&61",**&#&7

(d)

'-)(,36"0--(.#&&3."-'.2./,6)&),(*..,(-.""#-.),#
-##(!'.,#&7

(e)

).&#'#(.),)0,"#-.),#.,#'),,"#../,&&'(.--/"-),(#-6
')&#(!-6)),),1#()1-/,,)/(-6)&/'(-6*#&-.,-6,%.-6,!),-@# 
."-&'(.-,.,#),.6."3'/-.,*&#(:%#(A9
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(7)

(8)

(9)

Replacing Non-Historic Siding. **&#(.-,*,)*)-#(!.),*&-##(!'.,#&-.".
,().),#!#(&.)."/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) -#!(# #(
,-)(& ),.-'/-.'.),*#,(3&)--) "#-.),#",.,,-/&.#(! ,)'
(,&#,#(**,)*,#.')# #.#)() ."/#&#(!-/"-8
(a)

()0,#(!(,"#&#..#(!"#-.),#.,#'),,"#../,&&'(.-9

(b)

&.#(!,*&'(.'.,#&.".'."-.""#-.),#-##(!,.",."(."
'),,(.,*&'(.'.,#&9

Removing, Replacing or Modifying Historic Porches.**&#(.-8
(a)

3,*&"#-.),#*),"#(:%#(-)."..",:/#&.*),""---(.#&&3."
-'-#!(.#&--.""#-.),#*),"@."#-'3#(&//-#(!)(.'*),,3
'.,#&--/"-)'*)-#.%#(!), #,!&--)&/'(-*,)0#."3&)-&3
,*&#.."**,() ("0)'*,&/,#&#.3.).""#-.),#
'.,#&-A9

(b)

3')# 3"#-.),#*),"-(--,3.)'./,,(./#&#(!)(
--##&#.3-.(,-9"**&#(.'/-.'%,-)(& ),.-.)'#(#'#4
&)--) "#-.),#",.,(,.#("#-.),#,"#../,&&'(.-(-#!(
.#&-9

(c)

3'%'#(),&.,.#)(-.).",))  ),'),*#.".)#'*,)0")1."*),"
-"-1.,(-()1#(),,.)*,0(. /./,.,#),.#)(),'!9

(d)

32*("#-.),#*),"# ."-#!(0#1), #(-.".."*,)*)-
-#!(#-)'*.#&1#."."/#&#(!;-"#-.),#",.,(#-)'*,&.)
*),"-#!(-."..,#.#)(&&31)/&"0( )/()(/#&#(!-) ."-'
.3*#()(.*&#,9

(e)

3(&)-"#-.),#*),"1#."!&--#('((,.".1#&&().'!),
)-/,#.-,"#../,&.#&-9

(f)

3).",1#-(&)-),,')0"#-.),#*),")(&3# ."-#!(0#1),
#(-.".."*,)*)--#!(#-)'*.#&1#."."/#&#(!;-"#-.),#",.,
@ ),2'*&6(&)-/,),,')0&) -#),,,*),"'3&&)16/.#.#-
/(&#%&3.". ,)(.*),")/&(&)-),,')01#.")/.#'#(#-"#(!."
/#&#(!;-"#-.),#",.,A9

Removing, Replacing or Modifying Non-Historic Porches or Adding a Porch.**&#(.-8
(a)

".,*,)*)-#(!.),')06,*&),')# 3*),".".#-().),#!#(&.)."
/#&#(!),.#(!.)."/#&#(!;-*,#)) -#!(# #('/-.'%,-)(&
 ),.-.),*#,(3&)--) "#-.),#",.,,-/&.#(! ,)'(,&#,
')# #.#)() ."/#&#(!9"#-'3#(&/)*(#(!/**),"."."(
(&)-),,-.),#(!&)-.,"#../,&.#&-&#%,#&#(!-),)&/'(-6 ),
2'*&9

(b)

".,*,)*)-#(!.)*),".)"#-.),#/#&#(!'/-.')(-.,..".."
*,)*)--#!(#-)'*.#&1#."."/#&#(!;-"#-.),#",.,(#-
)'*,&.)*),"-#!(-."..,#.#)(&&31)/&"0( )/()(
/#&#(!-) ."-'.3*#()(.*&#,9
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(10) Exterior Painting.**&#(.-8

2201.I

(a)

3,*#(.(32.,#),-/, -.".,&,3*#(.1#."(),-.,#.#)()(
)&),9--*# ##(/-.#)(FFDE9@GA6,*#(.#(!*,0#)/-&3*#(.-/, -
1#&&)(-#,(),'&,*#,('#(.(((1#&&().,+/#,-#!(
,0#1/(,."#--.#)(9

(b)

/-.().*#(./(*#(.'-)(,3'.,#&-/(&---*# #&&3,)''(3
."-#!(0#1),9

(c)

,()/,!.),')0*#(. ,)''.,#&-."."#-.),#&&31,().*#(.9

(d)

,#-)/,! ,)'*#(.#(!2.,#),-/, -.".,().&,3*#(.9

Specific Standards for New Structures and Noncontributing Structures."(,0#1#(!**&#.#)(-

),(1-.,/./,-),')# #.#)(-.)()()(.,#/.#(!-.,/./,-6."-#!(0#1
)''#..'/-.#(.,*,.(**&3.",.,3) ." (.,#),;-% #$!#
%%! #(),(1#."."-*# #-.(,-&)19
(1)

1),')# #-.,/./,-'/-.'..","#../,&(-.,.-*-.(,-) 
."-4)(#(!#-.,#.9

(2)

1),')# #-.,/./,-'/-.)'*.#&#( ),'6-&6'--#(!6*,)*),.#)((
,"3."'1#."."#,"#-.),#)(.2.('/-.)(.,#/..)*-.,#(:),#(.
-.,.-*9**&#(.-,-.,)(!&3()/,!.)-#!()'*.#&)(.'*),,3
-.,/./,-,.",."(/*&#.),'#'#."-#!() "#-.),#/#&#(!-#(."#-.,#.
#(),(1#."." )&&)1#(!*,#(#*&-8
(a)

-#!((1/#&#(!-.)-#'#&,#('--#(!6 ),'6"#!".(1#.".)).",
/#&#(!-)(."&)%9

(b)

(1/#&#(!-1#&&1#,."($(./#&#(!-6,%/*."/#&#(!'--
1#.""(!-#(1&&*&((,))  ),'-).".#.-**,()( ),'-.)
/#&#(!1#."-)((#!"),#(!*,)*,.#-9

(c)

(1/#&#(!-1#&&.&&,."($(./#&#(!-6*&.".&&,*),.#)(-) 
."/#&#(!13 ,)'."-.,.($(./#&#(!-.)#.",-#(-.*
.""#!".)1(.."-.,. (.."-#--)."..""#!".1#&&
-#'#&,.).""#!".) -/,,)/(#(!/#&#(!-9

(d)

-#!( &)),&0&-(-.),3"#!".--).".,-#'#&,.).")-) -/,,)/(#(!
/#&#(!-9", &)),&0&-(-.),3"#!".-)($(.*,)*,.#-,
,-*)(#(!.)"(!-#(.".,,#(6."(1/#&#(!-")/& #.#(.).".*..,(9

(e)

#(.#( ,)(.-.%()0,&&&).)0,!.".#--#'#&,.)).",*,)*,.#-
)(."&)%9

(f)

,#(.."*,#',3 ) (1/#&#(!-.)."-.,.(*,)0#*,#',3
(.,(-)(."-.,. 9

(g)

-#!((1/#&#(!-.))(03"/'(-&.",)/!"/-) '--#(!6
#(),*),.#(!0,#.3) -/, '.,#&-(.2./,-6(,!/&,*..,() 
1#()1()),)*(#(!-9

(h)

("(."*,#',3 (*,)*,.3 ,)(.!#('((,-#'#&,.)).",
/#&#(!-)(."&)%61"#"'3#(&/&'(.--/"-&(-*#(!6 (#(!6
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*),"-6#-*&31#()1-6)/.)),-.#(!61(#(!-6.9

2201.J

(i)

/),#(.(3--),3/#&#(!-)(."-#.3*&#(!."'.)."-#),,,
) ."&).9

(j)

"-*,#(#*&-'3().**&3.)),(,/#&#(!-# #.#-.3*#&&-1",#(."
(#!"),")) ),/#&#(!-)(),(,&).-.)&,!,."($(./#&#(!-),
.)&(',%/#&#(!-.".,#(.(.) )&*)#(.1#."#(."
(#!"),"))9

Specific Standards for Demolition of Contributing Structures. "0&)*'(.0#1),'/-.

**,)0."')&#.#)() )(.,#/.#(!"#-.),#-.,/./, ),."'#(#-.,.#0
 #,'3#--/4)(#(!*,'#./(&--."'#(#-.,.#0 #, #(-.".."-.,/./,
*)--(#''#((.(!,.)*/&#"&."6- .3),1& ,- )&&)1-8
(1)

"**&#(.'/-.')(-.,..".8
(a)
(b)

(2)

.#-(). -#&.),"#&#..(>),,:/-."-.,/./,#(),,.),(
,-)(&)()'#,./,( ,)'."*,)*,.39
.#-(). -#&.)')0."-.,/./,.)(1&).#)()(),) ."*,)*,.39

(c)

"()(: -##&#.3) ,"#&#..#)(6,:/-),,&).#)(#-()./.)"#->",
#&/,.)*, ),'(),'&'#(.(((,*#,--(--,3.)*,0(.
-.,/./,&'!(.,#),.#)(9

(d)

"()(: -##&#.3) ,"#&#..#)(6,:/-),,&).#)(#-()./.)"#->",
#&/,.)-.,-)(&,(.-),-&-*,#6(>),#&#!(.&3-)&##.(,.#(
.((.-6-**&#&9

(e)

"')&#.#)(#-().*,#',#&3#(.(.)&&)10&)*'(.) #.#)(&
-/, *,%#(!9

(f)

"')&#.#)(#-(--,3.)&&)1"#'>",,-)(&/-) ."*,)*,.3),
')&#.#)(#-*,.) ,0&)*'(.*&(.".1#&&*,)0#&,(-/-.(.#&
( #..).")''/(#.39

-)(#.#)() **,)0& ),')&#.#)(6."0&)*'(.0#1),8
(a)

#&&,+/#,."**&#(..)) ,."-.,/./, ),,&).#)( ),*,#)) .
&-.J1%- ),."'#(#-.,.#0 #,'3#--/4)(#(!*,'#. ),
')&#.#)(/(&--#..,'#(-.".#.1)/&(). -#&.),&).."
-.,/./,9

(b)

#&&,+/#,."**&#(..)*").)!,*"#&&3)/'(.."-.,/./,(*,)0#
."*").)!,*"-.)."#.3 ),."'#(#-.,.#0 #,'3#--/4)(#(!
*,'#. ),')&#.#)(9
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